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Abstract

Emotions play a key role in human-human communication. Because of our emotional understanding, we communicate empathic cues to others that act as foundations for building relationships and gaining trust. This is especially important in the healthcare domain, where empathy has been linked to improved doctor-patient relationships and stronger therapeutic bonds. However, as we move towards developing automated healthcare solutions, this rich channel of information can be lost.

To address this lack of emotional understanding by computational interfaces, researchers have developed techniques to detect and respond to the user’s emotional state in real time. While research in emotion detection has achieved positive outcomes, the question of how automated systems could effectively use this information for empathic communication remains largely unanswered. Simple techniques such as mirroring back a user’s emotions have been shown to be unsuccessful, and almost none of this work being done in the healthcare domain.

In this dissertation, I present a novel approach that allows computers to automatically adapt and respond to a user’s emotional state. Informed by an analysis of empathic communication in the context of human-human counseling, I develop a theoretical framework that integrates empathy into automated healthcare systems. I demonstrate how this framework can be applied to develop an automated depression counseling system, and evaluate its efficacy in a series of evaluation studies. In a longitudinal evaluation study with 36 participants, I compare an affect-aware version of the system against a conventional counseling system. Results show that participants received improved therapeutic care and had higher levels of system engagement using the affect-aware version.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Emotional expression is a key component in human-human communication. Through our non-verbal expressions of emotion, we communicate our internal states in ways that are universally understood within a culture [39], and as some theorize, across all cultures [29]. Equally important, expressing understanding of these displays of emotion plays an important role in how we build and maintain our relationships [25] and develop trust in others [20]. This need for emotional understanding has been seen in a variety of disciplines ranging from customer service [76] to marketing [55]. Where it may be most prevalent however, is the healthcare domain.

Studies have shown that emotional understanding plays a key role in improving communication between doctors and patients [93] and establishing healthy therapeutic relationships [47]. When interacting with today’s computer systems, however, these rich channels of communication are lost.

This is especially worrisome given the rise of automated healthcare systems over the last two decades [61]. Today’s automated healthcare systems provide care to patients by displaying interactive web pages for the user to read [106], or by mimicking face-to-face conversations through the use of complex dialogue systems built upon models of human discourse [4]. While the majority of these systems lack emotional understanding, incorporating this understanding could significantly increase the quality of care provided by these systems [74]. Results of a recent study have shown that even the simplest display of empathy in these systems can lead to significantly improved health outcomes for users [80].

One area that emotional understanding would be especially important for is automated mental health counseling. Recently, disorders like depression have been on the rise [71], affecting over
350 million people in the United States alone [54]. Classified as a disorder in which one feels extreme sadness or hopelessness for a long period of time [2], patients of depression are often prescribed therapy to treat their disorder. While effective, less than half of those diagnosed receive any forms of treatment [73] due to the cost, availability, and social stigma related to the therapy [86].

To address this, some researchers have developed automated counseling systems [106,107]. While effective, these systems are still greatly inferior to standard human care [21], with significantly higher dropout rates and lower efficacy. This is likely due to the affective nature of therapy, which is often designed around having patients express their emotions to provide mental and physical relief [37] or by having therapists help their patients to identify and understand their emotional states [42].

In order to rectify this lack of emotional intelligence in existing computer systems, researchers in affective computing have begun to develop methods to automatically detect and respond to a user’s emotions in real time. While there have been great advances in accurately detecting a user’s emotional state [30,69], the answer to how a system should respond to a user’s emotional state is still largely unknown. Researchers such as Burleson have explored the development of complex computer systems that monitor a user’s emotional state through suites of sensors, only to find that simple reactionary responses such as mirroring a user’s behavior provide no significant improvements in user experience [13]. Similarly, attempts to use emotional cues to guide interactive tutoring systems have had little to no success, only showing slight improvements in acceptance rates with the empathic variants, and no significant differences in learning outcomes [28]. Furthermore, very little of this work has been done in the healthcare
domain, leaving even more questions about its potential efficacy in automated healthcare systems.

The goal of this dissertation is to investigate how to effectively integrate emotional understanding into automated health counseling systems. In this work, I explore the potential power of emotional understanding in such systems, and propose a general theoretical framework for automatically responding to a user’s emotional state. To accomplish this, I set forth the following questions to answer:

1. How does a user's emotional state impact their reaction to dialogue given by a health counseling system?
2. Should a health counseling system adapt to real time changes in a user’s emotional state?
3. How does emotional responsiveness impact system efficacy in longitudinal health behavior change interventions?

Through the work presented in this dissertation, I answer these questions and provide the following contributions to HCI and health informatics:

1. Demonstration that messages tailored to a user’s emotional state have a significant impact on the efficacy of health behavior change systems.
2. A theoretical framework outlining how empathic feedback should be incorporated into health behavior change systems.
3. An empirical study demonstrating how this framework was successfully used to guide the development of a longitudinal health behavior change system and the resulting benefits patients received.
Dissertation Outline

In this dissertation I aim to answer my research questions through literature review and a series of empirical studies of computational artifacts along with a theoretical framework to guide their design. In Chapter 2 I review related work that explores the importance of emotional understanding, as well as previous work in designing intelligent counseling systems. Following this, I present an analysis of the role of empathy in human-human counseling in Chapter 3, based on traditional, face-to-face human counseling. I then answer the first of the proposed questions in Chapter 4 by presenting a study of the effects of affectively tailored dialogue in a month-long health behavior change intervention. Chapter 5 then presents the theoretical framework used to guide the design of an affectively-aware counseling agent. In Chapters 6 and 7, I present two empirical studies designed to evaluate this framework, in which I show its efficacy and answer questions two and three. Finally, I conclude the dissertation and discuss future directions of research.
Chapter 2: Related Work

Before developing an affectively-aware agent for counseling, we must first establish a working understanding of emotions and their role in human-to-human counseling. In this section, I explore the purpose of emotions, the way they are classified, and the problems that arise from their existence. Afterwards, I examine the way counselors integrate emotional understanding into their practices by reviewing the use of empathy in cognitive behavioral therapy and emotion focused therapy. Finally, I review prior attempts at developing affective aware systems and other automated health counseling systems to gain a further understanding of the issues currently present in this field.

Understanding and Classifying Emotion

Emotions are a crucial part of human existence that influence and motivate our every action. Due to this, emotions have been a fundamental part of psychotherapy since its creation, when Freud found that patients could be cured of their physical ailments through the discussion of emotionally traumatic events [37]. Over one hundred years later, researchers like Fredrickson, Hamilton, and Williams [36,44,103] are still exploring the relationship between emotion, cognition and physical well-being.

Classifying emotions

Before exploring the importance of emotions in human-to-human counseling, we must first understand how emotions are classified and differentiated from one another. Traditionally, emotions were classifiable into one of seven different types: anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, surprise, and contempt [29]. These emotions were considered distinguishable from each other through unique sets of nonverbal behaviors, such as raising the corner of the lips when
expressing happiness (i.e. smiling), or lowering the corners when expressing sadness. However, researchers quickly found fundamental flaws in this model, such as evidence disproving cross cultural expressions of emotion [48] and examples demonstrating that context plays an important role in the recognition process [53].

To address this, dimensional models of emotion were developed which conceptualized the space of emotional expressivity across two or three different dimensions. One of the most prominent examples of this is Russel’s circumplex model, which classifies emotions with a nine-by-nine scale [85]. In this model, a subject’s valence (how positive or negative they feel) is represented by their position on the horizontal axis, while their arousal (how sleepy or excited they are) is represented by their position on the vertical axis (Figure 1).

![Figure 1: Affect Grid](image)

This is not to say that these dimensional models are without flaws. In Chapter 4 we explore the difficulties human judges have in labeling emotions further, in a study that demonstrates the problems unique to both of these models.
Understanding and Treating Emotional Disorders

Utilizing these models, we can begin to explore how emotional disorders manifest themselves, and how they are treated. Caused primarily by negative emotional reactions due to misattributed thoughts, many of these disorders result in patients getting stuck in a cycle of negative thoughts and self-doubt. These misattributed thoughts, referred to as cognitive distortions[14], are the primary focus of many therapeutic frameworks in which the therapist tries to help patients identify inaccurate thought patterns to help them regain a positive view towards life. This is probably best exemplified by Cognitive Behavioral Therapy, which focuses on the connection between a patient's thoughts, feelings, and behaviors.

An Overview of Cognitive Behavioral Therapy

Cognitive Behavioral Therapy, also referred to as CBT, is one of the most commonly used approaches to treating cognitive distortions. Focusing on teaching patients how to better understand the connection between their thoughts, feelings, and behaviors, CBT teaches patients how to identify and re-conceptualize maladaptive thought patterns. This technique has been shown to be highly effective, with studies showing upwards of sixty-one percent of participants exhibiting improved depressive symptoms after completing a full course of therapy [34]. Furthermore, it has been shown that the use of empathy in therapeutic settings can result in significant increased recovery rates for patients [15]. However, CBT is a lengthy process, often requiring weekly visits to a trained counselor for several months.

A standard CBT intervention usually covers the following topics [49]:

An overview of the therapy process

The first few sessions of CBT will primarily revolve around educating the patient on the goals of therapy, educating them about their disorders, and exploring how CBT can be used to treat them. The goal of these sessions is to teach patients that they are not alone in their struggles, and to help build a common vocabulary for the therapist and patient to use in future sessions.

Understanding cognitive distortions

Building upon the basic principles outlined during the patient’s introduction to CBT, the next part of the therapeutic process has the patient learning about cognitive distortions and the ways in which they commonly manifest themselves. This often involves the patient reviewing events in their life from an outside perspective and working with the therapist to identify some of the recurrent maladaptive thought patterns that may be causing them to negatively perceive events in their lives.

Understanding and utilizing thought records

Expanding upon the lessons learned from reviewing cognitive distortions, therapists will begin to introduce the concept of a thought record to the patient, a standardized form designed to help them review impactful events in their daily lives. The goal of the thought record is to help patients develop the skills needed to automatically identify the cognitive distortions they commonly face, and ultimately to correct those maladaptive thought patterns.

Throughout these sessions, the patient is given homework assignments to complete outside of therapy. These assignments often involve practicing and applying the skills learned during the sessions to real world scenarios.
An Overview of Emotion Focused Therapy

An alternative approach to treating affective disorders is Emotion Focused Therapy (EFT), a subfield of psychotherapy designed by Greenberg that focuses on the correction of maladaptive emotion schemas and improving affect regulation and coping skills [41]. In EFT, therapists work through each of the patient’s emotional problems by using the following guidelines:

1. The discharge of emotion is not enough.
2. It is the therapist’s job to make the client feel safe during their sessions.
3. Having a client feel hopeless is not therapeutic, but having them understand the signals behind their feelings is.
4. Avoidance and over control of emotional stimuli are maladaptive solutions.
5. Once a client brings forth a new feeling, it is the therapist’s job to help them explore it. I.e., I feel hurt because…
6. Bad feelings should act as a stepping-stone towards building new goals and uncovering personal needs.

In EFT, emotional processing and maladaptive emotional responses are viewed using the following paradigm:

Given a stimulus, two levels of processing occur, a high-level process in which emotion responses are chosen based on existing emotional schemas, and a low-level one in which the stimulus is conceptually processed. The processing of these schemas results in the creation of conscious thoughts and emotional reactions that then leads to updated schemas and further processing. These new schemas are then used when a new stimuli occurs, restarting the process.

Based on this, therapists in EFT have two main goals:

*Fixing maladaptive emotion schemas*

The therapist's primary goal is to identify and correct maladaptive schemas. In each therapy session, the therapist tries to arouse bad feelings within the patient in order to help them explore and establish the generators of these feelings. Once these feelings have been identified, any
maladaptive schemas are then examined: first the patient articulates their beliefs and the underlying needs causing these feelings, and then the therapist helps the client to reframe these emotional schemas into healthy ones.

**Buffering through affect regulation and coping skills**

The therapist’s secondary goal is to work with their patient to help them to become better at affect regulation, the process in which we modulate our emotional states to better adapt to our environment. This is accomplished by teaching the patient regulation techniques such as attention regulation (becoming more aware of one’s own physiological senses), breathing regulation, muscle relaxation, and self-nurturing (understanding how to attend to one’s mental and physiological state).

With these two goals in mind, a EFT therapist will work with their patients to complete the following three phases:

**Phase 1: Bonding**

The first phase consists of the therapist establishing their role as someone who will help patients to explore their feelings. This is accomplished by attending to their patients’ feelings through empathic feedback and by validating their emotional expressions.

**Phase 2: Evoking and exploring**

Once a rapport has been established, the second phase begins in which the therapist helps patients talk about their negative feelings or painful experiences. During these discussions, the therapist will alert the patient to the feelings they are expressing, to help promote attention regulation. If a patient is avoiding the expression of certain emotions, it is the therapist's job to
help them become aware and accepting of these avoided emotions, and the expressions related to them.

*Phase 3: Emotion restructuring*

The final phase of EFT focuses on restructuring the maladaptive schemas that are troubling the patient. Once the patient becomes aware of a specific problem, the therapist helps them focus on their underlying needs and the goals that caused the problem to emerge in the first place. During this process, the therapist primarily acts as a source of validation to help the patient gain confidence in these new needs and goals. Once confidence is gained, the therapist helps the patient focus on reflecting and expanding upon their new beliefs through the use of hypothetical scenarios.

*Intelligent Cognitive Behavioral Therapy Systems*

While these therapeutic interventions have been shown to be highly effective when delivered in traditional therapeutic settings, they are limited by the barriers of cost, availability, and the social stigma related to receiving treatment [86]. To address this issue, many researchers have attempted to develop automated systems to provide therapeutic counseling to patients from the comfort of their own home. These systems, called Internet Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (iCBT) systems, often involve patients visiting a website or utilizing some interactive program that is designed to train them in the basic concepts of CBT over the course of a few weeks. The two most well-known examples of these types of systems are MoodGYM [106] and Beating the Blues [107].
MoodGYM

MoodGYM is an iCBT program implemented via a series of webpages, in which users interact with a variety of characters representing different maladaptive thought patterns (Figure 2). Users log into the website and, at their own pace, complete five CBT modules lasting thirty to forty-five minutes each.

To evaluate MoodGYM, a six-week randomized control trial with 525 participants was conducted comparing it to BluePages (a depression information site) and a weekly phone check-in group [22]. The results of this study showed that MoodGYM significantly decreased depression symptoms in participants when compared to the other two conditions. While promising, the studies noted that MoodGYM had a lower retention rate than the both the phone check-in group and the information site, with over 25% of participants in the MoodGYM condition dropping out during the six-week trial, compared to the 10-15% dropout rate found in the other two.
Beating the Blues

The other widely studied iCBT program, Beating the Blues, is a web based intervention consisting of a fifteen-minute introductory video and eight one-hour interactive sessions. Users of the system are expected to complete one interactive session per week along with supplemental homework activities and weekly progress reports. While shown to be as effective as MoodGYM, Beating the Blues suffers from significantly worse dropout rates, with studies showing that up to 35% of participants dropped out during the eight-week usage period [52].

Agent-Based Counseling

To address the retention rate found in these programs, some researchers have turned to using agent-based systems which have been shown to have higher engagement rates [8], working alliance scores [5], and trustworthiness when compared to traditional computer interfaces [10]. This most notably occurs in embodied conversational agent-based systems, which simulate face-to-face interactions through a combination of verbal and nonverbal behavior [18] (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Embodied conversational agent
It has been shown that these agent-based systems function as effective tools for automated health-behavior change, because the systems’ additional displays of nonverbal behavior work to display empathy and other affective cues to users [80].

*Longitudinal agent systems*

One of the biggest strengths of these agent-based systems is that they can be used by participants over multiple weeks from the comfort of their own homes. To date, these systems have been used in a variety of different applications, ranging from providing social support to older adults [83] to an online health behavior change system that intervenes on over 100 different health factors [38].

*Empathic Systems*

While these agent-based systems have been shown to be effective tools, the majority of these systems ignore a user’s emotional state as a source of input. This is especially concerning when dealing with affective disorders, because as I outlined earlier, human therapists often rely on these emotional cues as part of the therapeutic process. To address this missing modality, researchers are developing complex API’s to help integrate affective understanding into computational systems [87].

*What is Affective Computing?*

Affective computing is the study of computer systems that recognize, process and/or simulate a human’s emotional state [72]. Work in affective computing has led to a vast array of research topics ranging from computational models of emotion [68] to the development of systems that detect a user’s emotional state in real time [30,69].
**Automated affect detection**

One of the most common uses of affective computing is the detection of affective states. This is commonly done using a variety of sensors, ranging from the use of complex medical devices capable of detecting a user's blood volume pulse or systolic blood pressure [43,75], to far less invasive sensors that use speech [30], facial recognition [69], or posture detection [58] to estimate emotional states. While each of these methods vary in efficacy, studies have shown that using a combination of detection methods results in significantly higher rates of recognition [27,58].

While generally promising, with accuracy ratings of up to 88% [105], these sensors often require additional considerations prior to their use. Variability found within these measures often means that baseline signals are required prior to use to account for the inter-person variability [33]. The range of emotions one wishes to detect also needs to be accounted for, since many of these methods are trained to only capture a few distinct emotions [69].

Most concerning however is the potential impact of mental illnesses on the accuracy of these sensors. Disorders such as schizophrenia are often linked to patients having flat affect [62], a severe reduction in emotional expressiveness, which severely diminishing their displays of nonverbal behavior. Additionally, disorders such as depression have been shown to be linked to reduced levels of facial displays of affect [97], meaning that facial detection based emotion detectors would be less effective overall. Because of this, specialized detection methods should be considered when dealing with these populations [23,59].
Automated sympathy

Using these detection systems, researchers have attempted to find new ways to simulate realistic face-to-face interactions between humans and computer systems. One of the most comprehensive examples of this was Burleson et al.'s work on developing a platform for affective agent research [13]. Built upon the idea that a user’s emotional state would be accurately detected through a suite of sensors, the multi-modal platform combined various channels of input into a set of affective measures. These measures were then used to control a conversational agent's nonverbal behavior, having it mirror the user’s detected emotional state. Separate interfaces were also developed to allow for dialogue systems like Collagen[79] to be connected to the platform to guide the agent’s discourse. In their evaluation study, participants interacted with an agent that taught users how to complete the Towers of Hanoi puzzle while mirroring back their behavior. Their results, however, found that this mirroring behavior had no impact on the participant’s rating of the system or on the performance for completing the task [12]. This is likely because mirroring back the user’s emotion is similar to the reactions a novice therapist may display, which has been shown to negatively affect rapport with patients [40,42].

Empathy

To properly build a rapport with patients, many therapists turn to another technique that is heavily reliant on emotional understanding: empathy. Empathy can be defined as, “a response that demonstrates an accurate understanding and acceptance of the patient's feelings or concerns” [102]. Various interventions have relied on this definition of empathy as a model of emotional intelligence; Studies show that empathic relationships between patients and doctors can significantly increase patient satisfaction [90], cause them to have greater adherence to treatment advice, and lower rates of malpractice suits [35]. Furthermore, it has been shown that even
displaying simple nonverbal empathic behavior during health counseling sessions can increase the perceived warmth and competence of healthcare professionals [60].

**Empathic systems**

The benefits of empathy apply to human-computer interactions as well. The most prominent example of this is the work by Klein et al. on evoking and responding to a user’s emotional state [57]. In this study, participants played a game designed to induce frustration, in which they were asked to interact with one of three different system variants under the guise that they were filling out a questionnaire. After filling out the questionnaire, they were given the opportunity to continue to play the game again for at least three more minutes. The three versions of the system differed in the way they responded to the user’s frustration, in which they either empathized with the user, did nothing, or allowed them to vent. The results showed that empathizing with the user caused them to continue playing the game the longest, whereas allowing them to vent caused them to play the least, demonstrating the potential that empathy has on maintaining user engagement during negative experiences.

Using conversational agents, studies have shown that empathic accuracy has a greater positive impact on interaction satisfaction than giving the user the capacity for free input. [6]. However, it was found that patients rarely express their emotions verbally, so these empathic systems may be required to directly ask the user how they are feeling [93].
Chapter 3: The Role of Empathy in Human-Human Counseling

To further understand how emotional understanding and empathy are used by human counselors, I conducted an analysis of instructional counseling videos from the American Psychological Association (APA) to see how depression counseling is conducted in face-to-face cognitive behavioral therapy and emotion-focused therapy [41,49–51]. In each of these videos, the instructor reviews a different aspect of counseling and provides examples of counselor-patient interactions (both real and mock). Across the series of videos, the following topics were covered:

1. The structure of a therapy session in cognitive behavioral therapy
2. The role of thought records in cognitive behavioral therapy
3. The principle and structure of emotion focused therapy
4. Case formulation and treatment plans

The Structure of a Counseling Session

The first lesson learned from these videos has to do with the general structure of counseling sessions, according to which therapists focus on covering the following sequence of topics:

- Orienting the patient
  - Prior to any counseling interaction, patients are asked to fill out measures to assess their current health status. After completing these measures, the counselor will briefly work with the patient to orient them to their therapeutic goals before further advancing the conversation.

- Check-in
  - After establishing these goals with the patient, the counselor will review any collected measures and ask the patient how they are doing. During this time, any differences between the patient’s current emotional state and their state during previous sessions are discussed to ensure that the therapist is correctly assessing their emotional state. Additionally, the counselor will look for any verbal or nonverbal behaviors that differ from the patients’ reported measures, to further ensure they are correctly assessing the patient. Rapport building between the therapist and patient also occurs during this process with the therapist expressing concern for the patient’s well-being when appropriate.

- Agenda setting
Once the check-in is complete, the therapist will focus their discussion on setting an agenda for the session. This is often a collaborative process, in which the therapist works with the patient to find any new topics that are affecting the patient, along with ensuring that topics from previous sessions are still relevant. As part of this discussion, negative therapeutic behaviors are also discussed, such as whether the patient has been coming late or not doing their homework, or if the patient feels that they are not getting along well with the therapist, to ensure future therapy sessions go smoothly.

- Homework review
  - Upon setting the agenda, the therapist will review any homework assigned during their previous sessions with the patient. During this time, any problems that may have arisen around the completion of the homework are addressed to ensure the patient will be able to complete their assignments in the future. The importance of these homework assignments is also emphasized during these discussions by illustrating their importance as ways to bridge the gap between sessions.

- Main agenda
  - This is the bulk of the session, in which the counselor works with the patient to educate them and to work through any major problems they are currently facing. The exact details of how these agendas are processed differs greatly between the various therapeutic techniques, but they usually consist of discussing the patient's life events and identifying ways in which they can reinterpret these events in a more positive light.

- Assigning homework
  - Prior to ending the session, the therapist will assign a new set of homework for the patient to complete before their next session. It should be noted that these homeworks are often assigned during the main agenda if the appropriate spot arises during that conversation.

Addressing Problems between the Counselor and Patient

In addition to explaining the general structure of a counseling session, the counseling videos pressed the importance of having a good therapeutic relationship and the common problems that cause poor working alliances between the therapist and the patient. These problems were divided into two main categories: session problems and out-of-session problems.
Session problems

One of the most common problems that can occur during a counseling session is when a patient goes off track and begins talking about another issue that was not part of the original agenda. While changing or adding an item to the agenda mid-session is not necessarily bad, it is important to alert the patient of this deviation in case they are unaware they are doing so, since it may result in them not covering another, more important issue. To address this, the counselor should interrupt the patient when they begin talking about a new topic and attempt to either reorient them towards the main topic or confirm that this new topic is a more important issue.

It should be noted that this is less of an issue in automated counseling systems, because unless the system supports true language understanding, it is hard for the user to go down an unplanned dialogue path.

Out-of-session problems

The other common issue that counselors run into with their patients is a lack of homework compliance. Instead of scolding the patient for not completing their assignments, the counselor should work with their patient to find the reason behind their non-compliance, since it may be indicative of another, more pressing issue. Most commonly, these problems arise from patients being confused about what the homework assignment asks them to do. To resolve this, counselors will often have the patient explain homework assignments back to them to ensure that the patient understands what they are supposed to do.

How a Counselor Adapts to a User’s Affective State

To gain an understanding of how these guidelines were used during real counseling sessions, and what role a patient’s emotion played in the counseling process, I transcribed example counseling
sessions from the reference videos (Appendix D). These transcriptions were thematically analyzed to find instances of emotional understanding and empathic feedback.

Addressing emotional discrepancies

One of the most prevalent uses of emotional understanding in the counseling videos occurred when there was a discrepancy between the patient’s recorded emotional state (I.e., what they reported during their intake measures) and what they reported to the therapist. The following dialogue exemplifies this issue:

[P]atient:  *Ok, yeah, I brought my measures*

[C]ounselor:  *Ok, terrific, let me take a look*

[P]:  *The scores look pretty much the same from last week even though I’m feeling better about the social stuff we have been working on.*

[C]:  *Good*

[P]:  *Even though it’s been a really stressful week at work, so the scores are looking the same*

[C]:  *Ok, I’m noting one of the items here, that you still have some suicidal thoughts, but no plans?*

[P]:  *Yah, no plan at all*

In this example, the patient has marked down that they are having suicidal thoughts on their intake questionnaires, even though they are verbally expressing to the counselor that they are feeling better. The counselor addresses this discrepancy by bringing it up to the patient directly, in a manner similar to that outlined in the description of the check-in process.
Reflective dialogue

Another way in which the counsellor responds to a patient’s emotions during the sessions is reflective dialogue, dialogue that rephrases and repeats emotionally sensitive issues back to the patient to ensure understanding between the therapist and patient, and to convey emotional understanding back to the patient. A prime example of this is:

[C]: Ok, good so we got two things, let me check, anything else that you wanted to be sure we cover today?

[P]: Um, I kinda like to talk, my parents are coming to town next weekend and it’s kinda something I do want to talk about at some point because it’s anxious about it I guess.

[C]: Kinda anxious, your parents, are coming over, coming next week, ok so this is an agenda item that we might want to take up too. Sounds like we got three agenda items, what’s going on with work and stress you’re feeling and also following up on your homework and the social goals we have been working on and your parents coming over to visit.

In this example, the therapist probes the patient for any other subjects they wish to discuss during their session. As a result, the patient brings up their anxiety around an upcoming event (here, their parents visiting), as something they wish to discuss during the session. The therapist responds to this by rephrasing and repeating the description of the event back to the patient, with emphasis put on the associated emotional state the patient is expressing (here, anxiety), in order to ensure the therapist is correctly interpreting the situation and to further convey that they are listening to the patient.
Reacting to extreme emotions

The final way emotions present themselves during counseling sessions is through extreme emotional outbursts such as crying. While this was not exhibited during any of the cognitive behavioral therapy videos, emotional outbursts occurred multiple times during the instructional videos on emotion focused therapy, in which the interaction was paused multiple times to acknowledge and allow the patient to cry.

[P]: Well, right now I feel like I am kind of forcing myself to keep getting up and going to work

[C]: Pushing and Pushing, yah. I was wonder if you can breathe and let the tears come if you are willing. It's like you are struggling on the brink of them, but they are important tears. So these are the struggles of pushing and pushing

[P]: Yah, and it just makes me tired and I... (starts to cry) got my bachelors degree

[C]: If you were to speak from the tears, and actually let them speak, what would they be saying? I feel?

[P]: Hopeless, I feel like I'm struggling and

[C]: Pushing and pushing and can't see the end.

[P]: Yeah, that's exactly how I feel and I can see it in front of me, but I can't seem to get there quick enough

In this example, the counselor acknowledged the expressed emotion (crying), and encouraged the patient to embrace this emotional outburst, stressing that it's ok to take their time to feel it. As a result, the patient is able to better express their feelings (hopelessness in this scenario), and to continue on with the conversation. This technique was repeated multiple times during the session, in which the counselor would accompany the patient’s emotional outbursts with statements telling them that their expression of emotion was not only ok, but healthy.
Emotion and Counseling in Research

In addition to the APA videos, another literary analysis was conducted to explore the role of emotions in counseling. Based on the work of several psychologists and researchers, I identified several principles that could be leveraged to develop an affectively-aware system:

*Emotions require proper cognitions to promote growth*

As emphasized by researchers such as Greenberg [42], having patients simply express their emotional state has no lasting benefits without also having them understand the underlying causes for those states. This is especially prevalent in cognitive behavioral therapy, which focuses on helping patients to understand the connection between their thoughts and feelings. These findings suggest that intelligent counseling systems should both identify a patient's emotional state and discuss the cause of it with the patient in order to ensure that proper reflection occurs.

*Positive emotions are indicative of activity continuation*

The analysis and encouragement of positive emotions, as demonstrated by Williams et al. [103], is another key factor in understanding a user’s emotional state. By identifying strong correlation between a user’s positive emotions and the tasks discussed during therapy, we can gain a better understanding of the user’s likes and dislikes. This can be used to help gain rapport with the patient and to help guide them in the agenda-setting strategy.

*The perceived source of an event affects one’s emotional response to it*

As shown by researchers like Weiner, the perceived source of an event can greatly impact a person's emotional reaction to it [101]. By gaining insight into a user’s perception of an event, one could increase the accuracy of an emotion detection system by taking into account the
directionality and actors in the event (i.e., an event where the user is at fault would be perceived as evoking a different emotional response than one where the fault is caused by an outside actor).

*Empathic feedback is key to building relationships*

Therapeutic displays of empathy have been shown to be a key component in building quality relationships between patients and their therapists [32]. This suggests that providing real time empathic feedback to users would result in better therapeutic outcomes since there is a strong connection between therapeutic relationships and outcome in psychotherapy [45].

**Automating the Empathic Process**

Based on this body of work, I propose four features as implementation goals towards creating an affectively aware system for counseling.

*Understanding the user’s emotional state*

For any affectively aware system to work, the system must first understand the user’s past and current emotional state. To get information about a user’s emotional state during the interaction, one of the affect detection techniques described previously could be used to establish a user’s valence and arousal. Additionally, if access to these types of sensors would limit the distribution of the system, one could provide the user with self-report measures to detect their current emotional state. However, since these measures could not be continuously reported, an analysis of the systems dialogue for semantic values would have to occur prior to deployment to best estimate when the user would experience changes in their emotional state. In either scenario, the recorded values should be stored in a database for later retrieval and comparison.
Addressing emotional discrepancies

Once the user’s emotional state is assessed, the system should actively look for discrepancies between emotional readings in the same way that counselors do when they receive conflicting information about a user’s emotional state. When a discrepancy is found, the system should interrupt its discourse with the user to address it, to both simulate empathic listening and to ensure that its emotion detection system is working accurately.

Simulating reflective dialogue

In addition to alerting users to discrepancies in their emotional states, reflective dialogue statements could be generated based on the user’s input to the system. By pre-analyzing system dialogue for semantic values, statements with high emotional salience should be marked to tell the system to generate reflective dialogue statements at runtime based on the user’s responses. The goal of these reflective responses would be to ensure that key information provided by the user is correct and to further emulate emotional intelligence.

Reacting to extreme emotions

The final piece of empathic feedback an affectively aware system should provide is a response to extreme emotional states. In a system equipped with a real time emotion detector, extreme emotional reactions such as crying should be monitored by the system to allow the system to provide immediate empathic responses to the user. In a non-real time variant, pre-analyzed text should be marked to predict the points at which extreme emotional reactions may occur, with dialogue choices added to ensure the users responses are caught. In both cases, when such a reaction occurs, the option to pause the interaction should be provided for as long as the user needs, in order to ensure they are in a more relaxed state before continuing the conversation.
Chapter 4: Towards an Affectively Aware Counselor

Before we can begin implementing an affectively aware system for counseling, we must first see whether users are willing to share their emotional state with a system across multiple interactions and whether such a system can impact a user’s behavior based on these assessed emotional states. The following section describes a study I conducted to investigate this, and the results of that study. Portions of this work were presented at the Intelligent Virtual Agents conference in 2012 [82].

The Feasibility of User Mood Classification by Human Judges:

Before exploring affectively aware interventions with a virtual character, we must first determine whether human observers are able to reliably identify a user’s mood during counseling interventions, based on a user's verbal and nonverbal behavior.

Using videotaped recordings of longitudinal user-agent conversations collected as part of a study on an eldercare companion agent [98], fifteen conversations conducted by three participants were selected for reliability analysis. Two-minute segments were extracted from the beginning, middle and end of each conversation, resulting in a total of 41 video clips for analysis, with four conversations being dropped due to their short duration. Three research assistants were asked to view each of the 41 video clips and rate each for arousal and valence using an Affect Grid. Judges were also asked to provide a single English word that best described the user’s mood. The video clips were provided for the judges to view, and they could be viewed multiple times if needed.
Results

Arousal scores assigned by judges ranged from 3 to 9 (mean 6.57, SD 1.15) and valence scores ranged from 4 to 9 (mean 6.59, SD 1.17). Judges used 26 English words to describe the moods they observed. The most commonly used words were: "happy" (42 instances), "content" (16), "good" (12), "neutral" (9), and "calm" (8). Ratings of arousal and valence were significantly correlated among the three judges, with intraclass correlation coefficients of 0.662 for arousal (p<.001) and 0.646 for valence (p<.001). Of the 41 video clips, judges only agreed on English mood labels 12 times: 11 of these were pairs of judges, and only once did all 3 judges volunteer the same label (in all of these cases the label was "happy").

Through this analysis, we demonstrated that a user’s affective state can be reliably assessed by human judges using an affect grid on the basis of observed verbal and nonverbal behavior. Likewise, we showed that English words were not a reliable measure of affect as there was essentially no agreement among the judges in terms of usage.

The Effects of Form of Request and Mood on Persuasion

Following this analysis, I decided to investigate whether subtle changes in an agent’s dialogue could produce behavioral changes. This was accomplished by modeling an agent dialogue based on work done by Aderman et al. [1] in which participants were asked to sort a stack of cards, with the request being phrased as either a study requirement or a favor to the experimenter, following a positive or negative mood induction. Participants in the negative mood condition were found to sort significantly more cards when the task was phrased as a requirement, whereas those in the positive condition were found to sort significantly more cards in the favor condition.
Using this model, I decided to adapt this methodology to investigate the effects of mood and persuasive request phrasing on exercise motivation. This specific area was chosen due to previous literature showing that agents are effective exercise counselors, and that they elicit similar effects from dialogue phrasing as found in human-human interactions [70,88].

The study was conducted in the context of the "Virtual Laboratory" system [7], in which a standing group of participants interact with a virtual exercise promotion agent up to once a day from their home computers. The agent encourages participants to walk every day and tracks their progress through a supplied pedometer that the agent discusses with them.

Our manipulation consisted of the agent asking participants to exercise, phrased as either a favor to the agent, or a direct request. Our hypothesis was that participants would walk significantly more steps than when they are in a negative mood and are told to walk using a favor dialogue, and when they are in a positive mood and are told to walk using a request dialogue.

**Hypothesis**

- Participants will walk significantly more steps than when they are in a negative mood and are told to walk using a favor dialogue.
- Participants will walk significantly more steps than when they are in a positive mood and are told to walk using a request dialogue.

**Measures**

An Affect Grid was used by participants to rate their mood at the start of each session. Participants also uploaded the amount of steps they walked since their last session via a pedometer provided at the beginning of each session with the system.
**Experiment**

This study was divided into two separate interaction phases: a desensitization phase, and a collection phase. In the desensitization phase (5 days), participants did not interact with the agent, but instead were given an Affect Grid each session for five sessions. This was done to both reduce habituation effects from prior interactions with the agent, and to collect baseline valence and arousal measurements for each participant. This data was used to calculate the change in valence and arousal each day in the following phase.

In the collection phase (2 months), participants first filled out the Affect Grid at the beginning of each daily session, then conducted their usual counseling conversation with the agent but with the following change: instead of negotiating daily pedometer step count goals the agent asked participants to walk as either a favor or as a request. The exact language used was:

**Favor:** *I was wondering if you'd mind doing me a favor and take a walk before our next session.*

**Request:** *Would you take a walk before our next session?*

The manipulation was randomly selected every day for every participant (within-subjects).

**Results**

Twenty-one participants (mean age 61.5) interacted with the system over two months, resulting in 696 unique interactions (mean=33.1 per participant, SD = 16.2) with the agent, with one participant dropping out of the study. For each interaction, the number of steps the participant had walked since their last session along with their valence and arousal were recorded.

A linear mixed-effects regression model was used to fit the data. This model is an extension of linear regression models that allows for the linear predictors to contain both random and fixed
effects. This model used the study condition of favor (Coded as 0) versus request (Coded as 1), the number of interactions, and the difference in participant's valence and arousal from their baseline to estimate the number of steps they walked since their last interaction. Baseline arousal and valence was estimated for each participant using their average valence and arousal recorded via the Affect Grid during the desensitization phase of the study. The averages of these scores were used to model the participant specific baseline affect found in study 1. Steps were put on a logarithmic scale to restrict the range of outcomes to greater than 0 steps, and to account for the right tail skew of the measure. Since exact p values and confidence intervals cannot be calculated for mixed effect models analytically, a semi-parametric bootstrap was used, as described by Carpenter, et al. [16]. [17] All statistics were calculated using R-2.14.1 and the lme4 package [3,95].

Table 1: A Linear Mixed-Effect Regression Model Predicting Participant's Step Count (log-transformed). Inter-subject Variance: (Estimate: .258, 95% CI [.142, .343]), Residual Variance: (Estimate: .623, 95% CI [.566, .678]).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.19e-03</td>
<td>1.96e-03</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valence X Arousal</td>
<td>-1.45</td>
<td>-4.22e-03</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valence X Dialogue Variant</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>-1.977e-03</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valence X Arousal X Session</td>
<td>1.02e-01</td>
<td>4.45e-04</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valence X Dialogue Variant X Session</td>
<td>-8.53e-02</td>
<td>-2.42e-06</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Using this models on the data, we see a significant correlation between a user's valence, the dialogue they received and the amount of steps they walked. In particular, we found that when the agent used the request dialogue while the participant was in a positive mood they walked significantly more steps, and when the agent used the favor dialogue while the participant was in
a negative mood they walked significantly more steps (p < .01). Additionally, it was found that participants walked significantly more steps when their valence and arousal scores were opposite in sign (p < .01). Thus, when a participant is in a high arousal, low valence state, a favor message predicts more walking, whereas when a participant is in a low arousal, high valence state, request predicts more walking (Figure 4).

![Figure 4: Change in the number of steps walked based on mood and dialogue manipulation. Darker areas represent where each dialogue had the most positive effect on step count.](image)

However, the effect of the manipulation decreased over time, so that it was no longer significant after a month. This habituation effect is consistent with previous research on affect [26,96], showing the decay of the manipulation through the course of the study.

**Discussion**

We found that the form of a persuasive message should be tailored based on user mood in order to be maximally effective. These results are contrary to our hypotheses and findings in the previous literature, but our experiment differs from the earlier work in three key aspects. In Aderman's original work, participants were asked to do a favor or request for the experimenter, whereas in our experiment the participant is doing a favor for the agent. However, due to the
virtual nature of the agent, the agent cannot benefit from this request; therefore the participants are indirectly doing a favor for themselves. This change in perspective could account for the reversal of the observed trend since the persuasive outcome of interest is self-efficacy instead of altruistic behavior. Additionally, the majority of studies on mood observed only a single session of affect while disregarding the longitudinal property of mood in the process.

The results of this study also stand as an interesting comparison point to other studies that have explored the role of politeness in virtual agents. Researchers like Wang et al. found that polite agents were generally preferred over direct agents in pedagogical settings, especially for less experienced users [99]. While interesting, their study compared the use of polite statements to face threatening statements, which were harsher than the direct statement used in this study. While the results of our study show that direct phrasing is more effective for participants with positive emotions, further research would be required to see if the same holds true for harsher variants.
Chapter 5: An Affectively Aware Dialogue Framework for Counseling

The first study suggests that subtle dialogue manipulations can have significant effects in a user’s behavior. However, this study had several limitations compared to the theoretical goals set forth previously. The system did not respond directly to a user’s affective state, but instead simply responded to the user’s emotional state randomly. Additionally, the system did not try to evoke emotional responses in the user or detect them during interaction.

To address this, I developed the following theoretical framework to illustrate the necessary components of an affectively aware dialogue system, how it should be implemented, and how it should respond to users. The following section outlines this framework and describes an example implementation.

Overview of Framework

As shown in my literature review, empathy is a key component to successful counseling interactions. Taking inspiration from this, I developed this framework, taking the concept of properly conveying empathy to our users as its core. To convey this empathic understanding to our users, we must first understand several pieces of information about them: what their current and prior emotional state is, the context in which these emotional states were detected (either conversationally or through an automated process) and what the user is currently discussing with the system. With this information, we are able to automatically generate different empathic responses based on where the user is in their discourse with the system. The three different types of empathic responses to be generated are as follows: reflective statements, statements about emotional discrepancies and responses to emotionally reactions.
**Reflective dialogue**

The first type of empathic response generated by the system is the reflective dialogue statement. Used to emulate a deeper understanding of a user’s input into the system, these utterances consist of rephrasing the user's response back to them in the form of a question using different terminology.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent:</th>
<th>What depressive symptoms are you experiencing?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User selects:</td>
<td>“Feelings of hopelessness, pessimism”, “Feelings of guilt, worthlessness, helplessness”, “Decreased energy, fatigue, feeling slowed down”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agent:</td>
<td>So you have been feeling hopeless, helpless and exhausted recently?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Just as in human-to-human counseling, these utterances should only be generated and used after evoking emotionally sensitive responses from the user to prevent repetitiveness.

**Emotional discrepancies**

The second type of empathic response generated by the system reacts to emotional discrepancies. Again, as in human-human counseling, when a user gives conflicting information to the system as to their emotional state, the system generates an utterance that addresses this discrepancy and allows for the user to either correct themselves or update the system's current perception of the user’s emotional state.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent:</th>
<th>So how are you feeling today?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User selects:</td>
<td>I'm feeling pretty down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agent:</td>
<td>Oh, you seemed to be doing pretty good based on your survey, is everything ok?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These statements primarily occur at the beginning of any conversation, because these types of emotional conflicting messages often result from reviewing questionnaires and survey measures given prior to counseling sessions.
Responding to extreme emotions/emotionally sensitive material

The final type of empathic response generated by the system acknowledges extreme emotional responses or following up the elicitation of emotionally sensitive material. These utterances acknowledge the user’s emotional state to emulate emotional understanding.

After detecting negative affect during a script.

Agent: You sound pretty sad, do you need a minute before we go on?

Button Prompts:
* Yah.
* I'm fine, let's continue.

In cases where the detected emotion is negative, the system gives the user a chance to collect themselves and relax before continuing their interaction.

Example Implementation

Using this framework, I began development of an affectively-aware virtual agent system for depression counseling. To implement the framework, the following three system components were created: a dialogue engine, an emotion detector, and an empathy generator (Figure 5).

Figure 5: Illustration of Framework
**Dialogue engine**

The dialogue engine is designed to control the overall flow of the system, from the selection of utterances outputted by the system to the retrieval and transference of parameters from one module to another. Developed in C# within the Unity3D game engine, the dialogue engine runs a custom XML scripting language that was designed for output by an embodied conversational agent.

```xml
<script>
  <state name="Leadin">
    <speech>So lets start with talking about depression</speech>
    <buttons>
      <button nextState="Depression Info">Ok</button>
      <button nextState="Something Else">Can we talk about something else</button>
    </buttons>
  </state>
</script>
```

Since the system was designed to react to a user’s emotional state in real time, the scripting language allowed for inline function calls to generate dialogue statements during runtime based on a user’s responses. Additionally, the scripting language allowed for the specification of key points in the dialogue where a user’s emotional state should be assessed, in the case that the emotion detection system was not running in realtime.

**Emotion detector**

Primarily responsible for assessing a user’s emotional state, the emotion detection module is designed to return numeric representations of a user’s current emotional state and any prior states detected by the system. Designed to run either continuously or at polled intervals, the emotion detector is impervious to the sensors being used to assess the user’s emotional state, and is just expected to return back the proper values when invoked. The emotion detector also has support
for custom dialogue statements to be used when assessing the user’s emotional states, in case a non-sensor based approach is needed.

To account for potential failures in the emotion detection process, this module should also be able to respond to detection failures by providing alternative options to the user whenever emotional understanding is being conveyed. By presenting alternative options to the user, the conversation can continue if a detection failure occurs and the system can update the sensors models of emotion if possible. Depending on the severity of the failure (I.e., detecting sadness as happiness), repair strategies may be needed to maintain rapport with the user. These strategies are heavily dependent on the context of the failure and the task at hand, ranging from simple acknowledgement of the mistake to allowing the user to change prior dialogue choices to correct the systems understanding [91].

In the counselling domain, emotion detection failures should be treated with extra concern, since they may be viewed as actions similar to those of a therapist experiencing therapeutic burnout [66]. To address this, additional repair strategies may be needed, such as letting the patient vent about their frustration in the miscommunication or having the system further emulate a counselor by leading a discussions about the detection breakdown [78].

*Empathy generator*

The final, but most important module is the empathy generator, which generates the agent’s empathic utterances. When invoked by the dialogue system, the generator calls upon the emotion detector to retrieve any emotional assessments conducted during the current and previous interactions. Using a combination of the user’s emotional state and the current script context, the empathy generator creates and returns back one of the following responses:
Reflective statements

Reflective statements are generated when the empathy generator detects that the user’s last input into the system is emotionally salient (via pre-marked semantic cues). Based on their responses, synonyms for their last input into the system are found and formed into a new utterance that rephrases and reiterates the user’s statement back to them through utterance concatenation.

Emotional discrepancy

The second type of response generated by the empathy generator are those based on discrepancies resulting from conflicting emotional assessments. These discrepancies are addressed by randomly selecting from an assortment of utterances, designed to alert the user to their discrepancies, and to provide empathic follow up that mimics the dialogue found in human-to-human counseling.

Responding to extreme emotions/emotionally-sensitive material

The final type of empathic statements are those following the elicitation of emotionally sensitive material from the user, in which the system randomly selects from an assortment of statements designed to emulate empathic understanding of the user’s emotional state. In the case that a negative emotion was detected, the generator will also include an option for the user to pause the interaction, moving them to a timeout state that waits for them to return to a more relaxed state of mind.

Responding to other emotions

While this framework primarily focuses on responding to changes in a user’s valence, other commonly expressed emotions such as anger, fear/anxiety or shame often play a large role in
counseling. The following section briefly explains how these emotions should be detected and responded to the context of this framework based on therapeutic frameworks such as EFT [42].

**Anger**

Anger is one of our most primitive emotions that stems from our biological need for self-defense. When not released naturally, anger can build up and be released in other scenarios, or result in the individual hurting themselves due to avoidance of expressing their feelings to others. The maladaptive anger that a counselor aims to correct is anger (or the lack thereof) that no longer protects the individual but hurts them.

When dealing with a patient's anger issues, it is common to see them have emotional outburst of anger followed by tears or dialogue that tries to trivialize/rationalize their anger by displacing the blame onto others. Based on these outbursts, one can categorize anger as being caused by violations/abuse or by unmet needs/betrayal. In the violation case, rage/disgust/contempt is more commonly expressed whereas sadness is more common in the betrayal case. Additionally anger is often used to suppress other emotions such as pain or stress. In either case, it is the goal of the counselor is to help the patient understand the underlying cause of their anger and help them restructure it.

Using this information, an affect aware counseling system could easily assess anger and it’s sources by looking at changes in vocal prosody [11]. Once assessed, the system should aim to help the user understand the sources of their by alerting them to the other emotion expressions they are exhibiting following their outbursts.
Fear and Anxiety

Fear is another primal emotion that increasing our arousal and focusing our attention to any perceived threat to help us survive. Anxiety is a similar sensation that is caused by psychological stimuli or symbolic threats resulting in a state of confusion and increased internal attention. These emotions become problematic when they are focused on false threats, such as in a phobia or a lack of self-confidence. In counseling, the counselor aims to help individuals diffuse their feelings by helping them find the root cause of their fear/anxiety and helping them face it.

While the exact source of these problems range greatly between individuals, the detection methods needed to assess them are relatively the same, in which the use of sensors that measure Galvanic Skin Response, Blood Volume Pulse, Pupil Diameter and Skin Temperature can be used to assess the user’s level of arousal [104], while valence is assessed through another channel of input such as vocal prosody [94]. Once detected, the system should aid the user by alerting them to their expressions of fear/anxiety when discussing a given topic, and letting them explore them in a safe environment through gradually exposure.

Shame

Shame is a feeling that makes one worry about their actions. Characterized by increased self-consciousness, shame can be defined as a concern for one's worth due to events like a public failure or being scorned by others. Experiencing some shame in one's life is normal, but when it is internalized to the point that an individual has a hostile view towards themselves, it becomes problematic. This is often seen through chronic low self-esteem, feelings of worthlessness, inferiority complexes and chronic depression from self-contempt. Unacknowledged shame can also cause other emotions to emerge, such as anger towards others as a result from poor self perceptions. It is the counselor's goal to help individuals overcome these feelings by helping
them find worth in themselves so that then can move on and redeem any wrongdoings they may have done.

While a bit harder to detect than the prior emotions, shame is often most easily detected through discourse analysis [77]. If the system were to allow a user to express their feelings freely through free-text input or natural language understanding, self-deprecating statements or innerly directed expressions of anger could be identified to let the system know what emotion it is trying to resolve. Once detected, the system should lead discussions about the cause of their shame, and provide positive reinforcement towards any expressions of self worth.
Chapter 6: Evaluating the Feasibility of Deploying an Affect-Aware Virtual Agent for Counseling

Using this framework, I conducted a feasibility study using a depression counseling system. In this section, I describe the evaluation test conducted with the prototype system and the lessons learned from my study. Portions of this work were presented at CHI 2016 [81].

Prototype System

The goal of the prototype system was to recreate the one-on-one, face-to-face therapeutic interaction found in the reviewed counseling material. To accomplish this, I applied my theoretical framework to an embodied conversational agent system (Figure 6) and a dual sensor emotion detector. Counseling scripts for the system were based on a manualized cognitive behavioral therapy intervention for depression, developed by my clinical collaborator, Dr. Pedrelli, an assistant in psychology from Massachusetts General Hospital who specializes in CBT.

![Figure 6: Affect-aware agent](image)

The virtual counselor spoke using a text-to-speech engine, with automatically generated nonverbal behaviors such as hand gestures and posture shifts inserted via the BEAT engine [19],
which assigns nonverbal behavior based on linguistic and contextual analysis to typed text.

Interaction with the virtual agent occurred by displaying a list of possible responses for the user to select to the right of the agent (as seen in Figure 6), which were selectable by clicking the touch-screen interface or by repeating the displayed options verbatim. This interaction format allows for natural-feeling conversation and speech-based affect detection, while avoiding the potential issues associated with the use of unconstrained natural language input in the healthcare domain, such as the improper acknowledgment of negative health behaviors such as drug use or suicidality.

The final architecture of the system is as follows (Figure 7):

![Figure 7: System architecture](image)

**Emotion detection**

To detect the user’s emotions, the user speech input is passed to two subsystems responsible for speech recognition and affect detection. The speech recognition system uses pocketsphinx [46] to create a grammar-based speech recognizer using the US-English acoustic model and dictionary. Audio recordings of user utterances are also passed to the affect detection system,
which classifies the utterance into the three valence categories: happy, neutral, or sad. The classifier was trained using the OpenSmile system with libsvm [30] on the emotional prosody and transcripts database [65] for these three categories of emotion using approximately 160 samples per category. Due to the short duration of the individual utterances spoken to the agent, the audio analysis was performed on a concatenation of the utterances within a dialogue topic for more accurate results.

User affect was also classified based on their facial displays via the Affdex SDK [69]. This system ran in parallel with the speech-based affect detection system, but it was only used when the user did not interact with the system via speech.

**Pilot Study**

I conducted a pilot study to evaluate the acceptance and feasibility of our automated counseling system among individuals with mild to moderate depression.

**Study design**

Using the affectively aware agent described above, we recruited participants to go through the first counseling session in a cognitive behavioral therapy intervention. In this interaction, participants discussed the following topics with the agent: How to interact with the agent; What is depression; A review of the user’s depressive symptoms; What the user thought about therapy; and A brief introduction into the concept of CBT.

**Participants**

Participants were recruited via online postings and local flyers put around the Northeastern University Campus. Participants were eligible if they scored 5-14 on the PHQ-9 [63] (mild to
moderate depression), were not currently enrolled in therapy, and were not on antidepressant medication.

Measures

Participants received a depression screener (PHQ-8 [64]) and a state anxiety questionnaire before and after interacting with the system. After interacting with the system, participants filled out 7-point scale measure questionnaires to evaluate the agent, and participated in a semi-structured interview. All interactions with the agent were video recorded for review and evaluation by our clinical collaborator.

Results

Quantitative results

Ten participants, 5 males and 5 females, between the ages of 18-28 (mean = 22.4, sd = 2.4) with mild to moderate depression (PHQ-9 score mean: 6.6, sd = 2.7) were recruited to interact with the agent. All participants were paid $15 for their time.

Pre-post testing conducted immediately before/following the agent interaction found no significance differences in depression or anxiety (Table 2), although both were in a positive direction. Agent ratings were generally neutral across the board, with satisfaction (mean = 4.5, sd = 1.35); desire to continue using (mean = 4.2, sd = 1.6); trust (mean = 3.9, sd = 1.66) and likeability (mean = 4.4, sd = 1.7) scoring around the mid-point. Participants did however report that they did not feel close with the agent (mean = 2.1, sd = 1.29) and that they felt it was more like interacting with a stranger (mean = 2.1, sd = 1.19). This was likely due to the short duration of the interaction and the minimum amount of social dialogue present in the system.

Table 2: Outcome Measures from Pilot Study
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pre - Mean (SD)</th>
<th>Post - Mean (SD)</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Depression (PHQ-8)</td>
<td>8.0 (4.62)</td>
<td>6.4 (3.13)</td>
<td>.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety (State-Anxiety)</td>
<td>23.3 (6.46)</td>
<td>21.78 (7.61)</td>
<td>.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Qualitative results**

The transcripts of the semi-structured interviews were thematically analyzed for the evocation and understanding of emotion by the system. The analysis showed that half of the participants felt that the agent evoked emotional responses in them during the interactions, stating that they felt emotional because the agent was presenting them with “information they did not realize” (Patient 5). Two thirds of the participants expressed that they felt the agent understood their emotions, stating that they felt the agent, “… could decipher some of my attitudes” (Patient 10) and “… understood my emotions because I felt that it gave me the right responses” (Patient 8).

With the aid of our clinical collaborator, I conducted a video review to validate the ability of the system to detect and respond to user emotion during the counseling sessions. Video segments from the beginning of a session to the first point of potential empathic feedback were extracted and reviewed for half of the participants. The collaborator was instructed to classify the valence expressed in each video segment on a scale from 0 to 100, along with a determination of whether empathy should have been expressed after the segment. Their ratings classified 80% (4/5) of the segments as requiring empathy and 20% (1/5) as not, while the emotion detection system rated all of the segment’s as requiring empathy. Valence ratings for the video segments were also higher for the expert (Mean = 55, SD = 5) when compared to the ratings generated by the emotion detection system (Mean = 34.4, SD = 10.5).

This analysis confirmed that there were instances in which the agent successfully evoked and correctly responded to participant’s emotional states during the conversation, primarily through
offering pauses in the conversation during moments of emotional distress. However, these results do suggest that the emotion detection system used may be biased towards detecting negative affect.

**Behavioral results**

The counseling dialogue allowed participants to question the relevance of the therapeutic content and, through a subsequent prompt, terminate the session early if desired. Only one of the ten participants chose to click the first of these prompts, and none of the participants chose to terminate the session early.

**Discussion**

This study demonstrates that it is possible to elicit self-reported emotion and respond to a user’s emotional state in real time during automated counseling sessions with an affectively aware agent. Although the study was not powered to produce significant changes in depressive symptoms, the majority of users expressed that they felt the agent understood their emotions and responded appropriately.

**Detection limitations**

While the system was generally well accepted, issues were discovered with how it detected the user’s emotional state. The affdex system was found to be unreliable when the user expressed extreme emotional outbursts (such as crying), since they often would move their hands in front of their face, resulting in a loss of detection. Additionally, the audio based emotion detection system required multiple turns of dialogue to have enough audio to process, and was biased towards detecting negative affect.
Design limitations

My example system also lacked an opportunity to address emotional discrepancies from the user, since the interaction only consisted of a single session with no pre-assessed emotional states to compare against. Finally, the XML language used proved to be difficult during implementation since the classes containing runtime methods required full system recompilation whenever a change was made.
Chapter 7: A Longitudinal Evaluation of an Affective-Aware Virtual Agent for Depression Counseling

Building upon the lessons learned in Chapter 6, I revised the underlying system used by the depression counseling system to accommodate a full, five-week, in-home cognitive behavioral therapy intervention. This section outlines the changes made to the system, the study conducted with it, and the study results.

System Changes

Scripting language improvements

During the development process of the prototype system, it became clear that a more robust scripting engine was needed for the full intervention due to the complexity of writing the systems dialogue in the XML-based language and the difficulty in inlining custom script commands. To remedy this, I developed RAGScript, a JSON scripting language that allows for inline JavaScript code.

```json
{"StateName": "Example",
  "ActionSets": {"Speech": "Hello, How are you doing today?"},
  "Ui": {
    "Menu": {
      "Text": "Go to next state",
      "Execute": "if(True) FindNextState();"
    }
  }
}
```

Using this new scripting language, the systems dialogue did not require any pre-compilation, allowing for an improved workflow and more complex calculations to be performed at runtime. This language was used to script out the full intervention, which is provided in human-readable format in Appendix A.
Script structure

To expand the dialogue used in Study 2, I scripted out four additional sessions based on the manualized therapy intervention and the structure outlined in our review of cognitive behavioral therapy. This resulted in each session following this general structure:

1. Assessing the user’s emotional state based on standardized measures (PHQ-8 and State Anxiety)
2. Checking in with the user/building rapport with them
3. Reviewing any homework assigned during the previous session/reviewing the lessons learnt in their last session
4. Practicing their latest homework assignments together
5. Covering new topics with the user
6. Assigning new homework for the user to complete before their next session

Improved agent design and conversational features

In addition to adjustments made to the dialogue engine, a new conversational agent was designed for the system (Figure 8). Based on the therapists and their rooms from the APA videos, the new agent was designed to have a more professional appearance. Additionally, an interactive
whiteboard was added to the scene to give the agent the ability to display charts and images during the interaction.

*Changes to emotion detection*

Due to the limitations of the emotion detection system used in Study 2 in terms of both accuracy and robustness, especially during extreme displays of emotion, combined with the fact that depressive participants have less expressive nonverbal behavior [97], a more accurate emotion detection method was needed for this study. To address this, I decided to move away from a sensor-based emotion detection system to a conversational and self-assessment based one. This change ensured that all participants would receive the same accuracy of emotion detection regardless of their level of emotional expressivity and that the system would robustly work across all computer setups equally. To assess their emotional state, a PHQ-8 questionnaire was given at the start of each session to assess changes in their depressive symptoms over the last week. To assess the user’s emotional state during the session, conversational dialogue was delivered by the agent to ask the user how they were feeling.

*Semantic script analysis*

Since the emotion detection system was moved from a real-time system to a dialogue invoked one, the dialogue engine needed to know what scripts were most likely to evoke emotional responses in the users. To solve this, I developed a semantic analysis program that analyzed the scripts used by the system to predict where users would have the strongest emotional responses to the agent’s dialogue. Built upon the Empath toolkit [31], a textual analysis tool designed to find similar words from a library of 1.8 billion terms, a lexical model of semantically negative words was developed. Seed words for the model were selected from the Affective Norms for English Words database [9], which contains a list of 1000 words ranked by valence.
The resulting program was run on each script in the intervention (27 total), and produced a ranked list of normalized means representing the number of matching terms found using the empath model. Sets of seed words based on valence thresholds were compared to the empathy placement spots originally decided upon by our clinical collaborator during script development to assess the accuracy of the model. The various valence thresholds selected for evaluation were used to see if more negatively/positively charged words had an impact greater impact on optimal empathy placement.

While the results were promising, with an 80% agreement level between the system and the collaborators on the lower valence levels (Figure 9), the collaborators assessment was ultimately used to ensure an optimal patient experience. This resulted in the empathic statements taking place after discussing the main agenda item each week, with empathic statements generated from the results of the conversational emotion detection dialogue that occur during interaction.

Figure 9: Number of session correctly identified by the program at each threshold level


**Empathy changes**

In addition to planning exactly where the empathic feedback would occur in each script, I expanded upon the types of empathic statements the system could generate. In Study 2, empathic feedback was generated as a response to a user’s negative emotions. Due to the longitudinal nature of the expanded study, temporal differences in a user’s emotional state were used to generate utterances based on how their emotional state changed across their interaction. This was accomplished by developing a library of empathic responses that accommodated four different states: Positive Valence, Negative Valence, Improved Valence and Decreased Valence (Figure 10).

![Figure 10: Logic used to generate empathy statement](image)

This library consisted of multiple variants of each statement to ensure that a user never heard the same utterance twice.
Study Design

To evaluate the final system, a five-week within-subjects experiment was performed in which participants interacted with a virtual depression counselor from their home computer.

Participants

To enroll in the study, all participants were asked to fill out an online questionnaire that assessed their depressive symptoms (using the PHQ-9 form), their mental health history, and if they were currently enrolled in therapeutic treatment. All participants who completed the questionnaire and passed the following eligibility criteria were contacted to participate in the study.

1. Scored between 5-14 on the PHQ-9 questionnaire
2. No suicidal tendencies
3. No history of psychosis or Bipolar Disorder
4. Not currently in therapy
5. Had not completed a CBT therapy course in the last 6 months

Ineligible participants were sent information about local mental health resources.

Enrollment and conditions

Responding participants were randomly assigned to one of three conditions and brought into the lab for final screening. The three randomly assigned conditions were:

1. Affective – The full version of the system described above
2. Standard – A version of the system without any emotion detection/empathic feedback
3. Control – A version of the system in which participants completed weekly PHQ-8/State Anxiety Questionnaires

Upon arriving at the lab, participants were reassessed for mild to moderate depression via a PHQ-8 questionnaire. Disqualifying participants were debriefed and compensated for their time. Qualifying participants were given instructions on how to download and run the program, and then asked to return five weeks later for follow-up and debriefing.
Measures

To assess the efficacy of the system, the user’s system usage (the number of sessions and the session duration), along with depressive symptoms (PHQ-8 and State Anxiety scores) were monitored remotely. Following the five-week period, participants were given the following questionnaires to assess the system:

1. PHQ-8
2. State Anxiety
3. Working Alliance (For non-control conditions)
4. Satisfaction with agent (For non-control conditions)

Additionally, a semi-structured interview (Appendix C) was conducted with the participant to further evaluate their experience with the system.

Study Results

235 participants signed up for the study via the online questionnaire posted on a campus wide recruitment site. Of those who signed up, 47 were found eligible for the study and 187 were found ineligible. From those who were eligible, four were disqualified at intake due to PHQ-8 scores, leaving 43 participants across the three conditions (15 affective, 14 standard, 14 control). Out of the 43 participants enrolled in the study, five dropped out (one due to time commitments, four who never responded) and two had to be disqualified from the study due to study contamination (the participants sharing information about the different conditions with each other), resulting in 36 participants completing the study (Table 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3: Baseline measures and demographics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Age, mean (sd)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Standard</th>
<th>Affective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>22.92 (2.23)</td>
<td>22.5 (2.39)</td>
<td>23.46 (2.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22.67 (2.38)</td>
<td>22.67 (2.38)</td>
<td>22.67 (2.38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Intake)</td>
<td>42.42 (12.11)</td>
<td>43.13 (13.65)</td>
<td>39.69 (11.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>44.4 (12.5)</td>
<td>44.4 (12.5)</td>
<td>44.4 (12.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Intake)</td>
<td>6.46 (2.91)</td>
<td>7.5 (3.51)</td>
<td>5.73 (2.31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.53 (3.07)</td>
<td>6.53 (3.07)</td>
<td>6.53 (3.07)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dropout rates between groups were compared using a chi-squared test (Table 4), in which a significant difference was found between the three conditions (p < .005), due to there only being dropouts in the control group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4: Participant dropout and disqualification rates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drop-outs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disqualified</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Baseline Measures

Prior to data analysis, participant data was checked to insure there were no significant differences between the groups at intake. Using an ANOVA, intake PHQ-8 and state anxiety scores were compared between all conditions, finding no significant differences between the groups on either metric (p > .4). Gender comparisons were also conducted on the intake scores: no differences were found in PHQ-8 scores, but significant difference were found between males and females in state anxiety scores (p < .05).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5: Participant depression metrics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean PHQ-8 (sd)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean State Anxiety (sd)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Participants in the agent conditions were also asked if they had ever discussed their depressive symptoms with others during debrief, to explain how their prior experiences differ from those
with the agent. During this process however, I found that over half of the participants in the study stated had never talked to anyone regarding their depressive symptoms, with only one participant stating that they had previously talked to a therapist.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Have you talked with others about depression?</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Affective</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The lack of talking with others was attributed to several factors, ranging from cultural stigmas related to seeking mental health help to simply having a lack of time to do so since they “[are] working 3 jobs so it doesn’t really work, I think the computer program made it easy because I would get home from work and be like oh okay” (P28-A). Introversion was also commonly cited, in which participants stated that they are “just not comfortable talking to people” (P29-S) or that they were “a bit of an introvert so I can’t talk a lot really to someone else about the depression so I just keep it in me” (P41-S).

Fear of judgement and negative experiences with talking to others about depression was also discussed: participants found it “easier to talk to a computer because you don’t know how other people are going to respond to your problems so definitely for someone who is an introvert or who does not want to express his feelings the computer is really going to help you”(P40-A), and they found that talking with others was stressful because “I was thinking what is she going to think or what is the doctor going to think and [the agent] you know that no one is going to judge you...I usually talk both to friends and family but some situations I don’t discuss with them so with this program I can speak about everything” (P19-A).
Advice from friends was also brought up, in which participants stated that they had “tried talking to a friend and that didn’t really feel all that good. Funny enough I felt like the program was much more of a help … because it actually had solutions as opposed to

‘yeah okay I understand, you’ve spoken enough my turn now’ and that comes in between friends but I didn’t have to worry about that. I knew that I’m talking and it’s going to listen like that” (P35-S) and that “even then it’s not like in the same objective way I think also because it’s your friend it’s hard to be objective about it so… I mean sometimes they are objective but it’s nice to have that sometimes....” (P22-A)

Usage Metrics

The usage of the system across the three conditions was compared using the 149 unique interactions generated by the participants. No significant differences were found in the average number of sessions completed by each participant (p > .75). Significant differences were found between average session durations across the three conditions (p < .001), due to the difference in average session duration between the control condition and the agent conditions. A post-hoc analysis of the agent conditions revealed no significant differences between the mean system usage.

Table 6: System usage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Standard</th>
<th>Affective</th>
<th>p (All Conditions)</th>
<th>p (Agent Conditions)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Average Session Count (sd)</strong></td>
<td>4.75 (0.463)</td>
<td>4.54 (1.13)</td>
<td>4.33 (1.29)</td>
<td>0.743</td>
<td>.689</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Average Session Duration (seconds/sd)</strong></td>
<td>144.75 (61.73)</td>
<td>820.15 (211.02)</td>
<td>922.13 (265.88)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>.276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Average Session Duration without Affective Tailoring</strong></td>
<td>144.75 (61.73)</td>
<td>820.15 (211.02)</td>
<td>869.05 (264.08)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>.594</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Using linear models to compare the session durations with the session number and id as random variables, interactions between the conditions were compared on a per-session basis.

BaselineModel = Duration ~ (1|SessionNumber) + (1|ID)

ConditionModel = Duration ~ Condition + (1|SessionNumber) + (1|ID)

Figure 11: Average system usage in minutes versus number of weeks using the system

Both the full data set and the agent-only dataset were compared using these models via an ANOVA model. In the full data set, the control condition was again found to be used for significantly shorter durations than the agent models (In both cases, the Condition Model was found significant, in which the control condition was used for a significantly shorter duration (AIC = 4505.4, p < .001). In the agent dataset, no significance was found in duration, although the data did suggest that the affective condition was used for slightly longer than the standard condition(AIC = 3470.5, p < .21).
Depression Metrics

PHQ-8 and State Anxiety was assessed at intake and debrief for all participants. Additionally, PHQ-8 and State Anxiety was collected at the start of each session with the system.

Table 7: Depression changes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Standard</th>
<th>Affective</th>
<th>p (All Conditions)</th>
<th>p (Agent Conditions)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PHQ-8 Change (sd)</td>
<td>-1.125 (4.39)</td>
<td>-1.5 (3.25)</td>
<td>-1.462 (3.62)</td>
<td>.866</td>
<td>.851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Anxiety Change (sd)</td>
<td>1.75 (5.18)</td>
<td>-3.55 (10.86)</td>
<td>-6 (7.8)</td>
<td>.015</td>
<td>.563</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pre-post analysis

A one-way ANOVA model was used to compare the pre-post PHQ-8 and State Anxiety scores between the three conditions. No significant differences were found between the changes in PHQ-8 scores across the three conditions (p > .8). Significant differences were found between State Anxiety changes (p < .05). Post-hoc analysis found that participants in the affective condition experienced a significant reduction in their State Anxiety scores (p < .01), while those in the agent (p > .12) and control (p > .37) conditions experienced no significant changes.

Figure 12: State anxiety changes versus condition
Time series analysis

Linear models were created to compare the PHQ and State Anxiety scores collected weekly by the programs. A random factor was added to account for participant variance.

The models used were:

BaselineModel = Measure ~ (1|ID)

GenderModel = Measure ~ Gender + (1|ID)

ConditionModel = Measure ~ Condition + (1|ID)

SessionModel = Measure ~ NumSessions + (1|ID)

FullModel = Measure ~ Condition + Gender + NumSessions + (1|ID)

InteractionModel = Measure ~ Condition * Gender * NumSessions + (1|ID)

Figure 13: PHQ-8 changes across condition and gender

Using an ANOVA to compare across the full dataset, significance was found in PHQ-8 scores in the gender (AIC = 1033.128, p < .05), sessions (AIC = 1017.421, p < .01), and full model (AIC =
1015.487, p < .05). Analysis of these models found that male participants had significantly lower weekly PHQ-8 scores (Est: -1.88, SD: 2.77) and participant’s PHQ-8 scores lowered in relation to their session number (Est: -0.49, SD: 2.61).

There were similar findings for State Anxiety Scores, in which significance was found in the gender (AIC = 1477.090, p < .05), week (AIC = 1467.573, p < .01), and interaction models (AIC = 1459.147.227, p < .01). Trends were also found in the condition (AIC = 1482.203, p < .08) and full models (AIC = 1466.601, p < .08). Analysis of these models found that male participants had lower State Anxiety Scores (Est: -7.24, SD: 8.48). All participants experienced reduced State Anxiety Scores that were lower in relation to the number of sessions they had completed (Est: -1.28, SD: 8.1). Finally, participants in the control condition reported higher State Anxiety scores than those in the agent conditions (Est: 4.29, SD: 8.47). In the interaction model, a gender difference was found for those using the standard agent, in which males reported lower weekly state anxiety scores than females (Male Est: 20.85, SD: 7.6; Female Est: 17.87, SD: 7.6).

**Figure 14:** State anxiety changes across condition and gender

There were similar findings for State Anxiety Scores, in which significance was found in the gender (AIC = 1477.090, p < .05), week (AIC = 1467.573, p < .01), and interaction models (AIC = 1459.147.227, p < .01). Trends were also found in the condition (AIC = 1482.203, p < .08) and full models (AIC = 1466.601, p < .08). Analysis of these models found that male participants had lower State Anxiety Scores (Est: -7.24, SD: 8.48). All participants experienced reduced State Anxiety Scores that were lower in relation to the number of sessions they had completed (Est: -1.28, SD: 8.1). Finally, participants in the control condition reported higher State Anxiety scores than those in the agent conditions (Est: 4.29, SD: 8.47). In the interaction model, a gender difference was found for those using the standard agent, in which males reported lower weekly state anxiety scores than females (Male Est: 20.85, SD: 7.6; Female Est: 17.87, SD: 7.6).
Figure 15: Differences in state anxiety between males and females

Working Alliance

T-tests were conducted to test for differences between reported working alliance measures (Bond, Goal and Task) and both condition and gender. No significant results were found between any of the measures. However, a slight trend was found between the working alliance bond measure and gender (p < .12), in which females had a higher bond with the agent than males.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Working Alliance Measure</th>
<th>Standard Males</th>
<th>Affective Males</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>Standard Females</th>
<th>Affective Females</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bond (sd)</td>
<td>37.62 (11.10)</td>
<td>37.8 (11.05)</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>34.94 (10.42)</td>
<td>41.42 (10.76)</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task (sd)</td>
<td>28.38 (10)</td>
<td>29.73 (9.31)</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>27.25 (10.53)</td>
<td>31.58 (7.59)</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal (sd)</td>
<td>18.62 (9.96)</td>
<td>19.3 (9.42)</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>17.88 (9.63)</td>
<td>20.5 (9.54)</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Agent Ratings

Agent ratings given at debrief for the affective and standard conditions were analyzed as individual ordinal values (Table 9) using the align ranked transform tool in R (ARTool), in which interactions between both condition and gender were tested for.

Post-hoc analysis was conducted on all measures, finding the following results:

Table 9: Agent ratings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure (Rated via 7-Point Scale)</th>
<th>Standard (sd)</th>
<th>Affective (sd)</th>
<th>Standard Male (sd)</th>
<th>Standard Female (sd)</th>
<th>Affective Male (sd)</th>
<th>Affective Female (sd)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>How Close do you feel to the Agent?</td>
<td>4.69(1.18)</td>
<td>4.2(1.52)</td>
<td>5(1.05)</td>
<td>3.83(1.47)</td>
<td>3.67(1.15)</td>
<td>4.44(1.59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How Satisfied are you with the Agent?</td>
<td>5.31(1.11)</td>
<td>5.47(0.99)</td>
<td>5.5(1.18)</td>
<td>5.17(0.98)</td>
<td>4.67(0.58)</td>
<td>5.67(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How much would you like to Continue using the Agent?</td>
<td>5.54(0.97)</td>
<td>4.93(1.87)</td>
<td>5.5(1.08)</td>
<td>4.67(1.97)</td>
<td>5.67(0.58)</td>
<td>5.11(1.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How much do you Trust the Agent?</td>
<td>5.46(1.13)</td>
<td>5.47(1.06)</td>
<td>5.3(1.16)</td>
<td>5(1.1)</td>
<td>6(1)</td>
<td>5.78(0.97)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How much do you Like the Agent?</td>
<td>5.31(1.18)</td>
<td>5.07(1.22)</td>
<td>5.4(1.26)</td>
<td>5(1.67)</td>
<td>5(1)</td>
<td>5.11(0.93)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How Repetitive was the Agent? (lower is better)</td>
<td>4(1.41)</td>
<td>4(1.85)</td>
<td>3.5(1.08)</td>
<td>3.5(2.35)</td>
<td>5.67(1.15)</td>
<td>4.33(1.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How Easy was it to talk with the Agent? (lower is better)</td>
<td>3.31(2.06)</td>
<td>2.87(1.68)</td>
<td>3.6(2.22)</td>
<td>2.17(1.33)</td>
<td>2.33(1.15)</td>
<td>3.33(1.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How Interesting was the Agent?</td>
<td>4.77(1.09)</td>
<td>4.33(1.91)</td>
<td>4.9(1.2)</td>
<td>4.33(2.42)</td>
<td>4.33(0.58)</td>
<td>4.33(1.66)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How would you characterize your Relationship with the Agent? (Stranger to Friend)</td>
<td>4.46(1.27)</td>
<td>4.13(1.51)</td>
<td>4.5(1.27)</td>
<td>4.33(1.51)</td>
<td>4.33(1.53)</td>
<td>4(1.58)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How much do you feel the Agent Cares for you?</td>
<td>4.77(1.42)</td>
<td>4.8(1.61)</td>
<td>5(1.33)</td>
<td>4.17(1.6)</td>
<td>4(1.73)</td>
<td>5.22(1.56)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How much do you feel you and the Agent Understand each other?</td>
<td>4.85(1.07)</td>
<td>4.53(1.77)</td>
<td>5(0.94)</td>
<td>4.33(1.86)</td>
<td>4.33(1.53)</td>
<td>4.67(1.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How Honest do you feel the Agent is towards you?</td>
<td>5(1.53)</td>
<td>4.53(1.81)</td>
<td>5.4(1.17)</td>
<td>4.17(1.72)</td>
<td>3.67(2.08)</td>
<td>4.78(1.92)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Closeness
A trend was found between the closeness measure, condition and gender (p < .11). Post-hoc analysis found a trend between how close males felt with the agent and the condition, with the standard condition being rated as closer with them (p < .11). Across both conditions, closeness was in the positive direction.

![Figure 16: Closeness ratings between conditions and genders](image)

**Satisfaction**

No significant differences were found in the participants’ satisfaction with the system and between the standard and affective conditions. Across both conditions, satisfaction was in the positive direction.

**Willingness to Continue**

No significant differences were found in the participants’ willingness to continue using the system between the standard and affective conditions. Across both conditions, willingness to continue was in the positive direction.

**Trust**
No significant differences were found between the two conditions in the perceived trustworthiness of the agent. Across both conditions, trust of the agent was in the positive direction.

**Likeability**

No significant differences were found in the likeability of the agent between the two conditions. Across both conditions, likeability was in the positive direction.

**Repetitiveness**

Significant differences, divided according to gender, were found concerning repetitiveness, in which females found the system to be more repetitive than males (p < .05). Both conditions found the agent to be slightly repetitive.

![Figure 17: Repetitiveness ratings between conditions and genders](image)

**Ease of Use**

No significant differences between the two conditions as to how easy participants found the system to use. Across both conditions, the agent was rated relatively easy to use.
**Interest**

No significant differences were found between conditions as to how interesting the agent was. Across both conditions, interest was in the positive direction.

**Relationship**

No significant differences were found between the two conditions as to the participants’ perceived relationship with the agent. Across both conditions, they saw the agent as a friend rather than a stranger.

**Caring**

A trend was found between how caring the agent was perceived to be, condition and gender (p < .11). A post-hoc analysis found no significant differences between conditions or gender. Across both conditions, they saw the agent as caring.

![Figure 18: Caring ratings between conditions and genders](image)

**Understanding**
No significant differences were found in the extent to which users perceived the agent to be understanding. Across both conditions, they saw the agent as understanding.

**Honesty**

A trend was found between the honesty measure, condition and gender (p < .1). Post-hoc analysis found a trend between how honest the agent was perceived to be by males and the condition, with the standard condition being rated as more honest by males (p < .1).

![Figure 19: Honesty ratings between conditions and genders](image)

**Semi-Structured Interview Analysis**

Semi structured interviews were conducted during participant debrief to gain insight on their experiences with the system, what areas needed changing, and how the system compared to existing therapeutic care options. All transcribed questions were coded and compared via a chi-squared test when appropriate.
**General system impressions**

Across all conditions, participants had overwhelmingly positive opinions of the system, with the only negative comments coming from those in the control condition (p < .005). Participants expressed that “the experience was good” (P4-S) and that “[it was] really helpful and the procedures are really easy to follow” (P19-A). Those in the control condition who did enjoy the system stated that their enjoyment was due to the system encouraging them to think about their problems, saying that “It was pretty good actually, in real life you don’t analyze the things that were asked here like how you are tense and how you are strained so when you are filling the questionnaire you get to analyze that thing so yeah it's good” (P30-C). The most common complaint in the control condition was related to the questionnaires given during each interaction, since they were “very plain and it’s the same thing every week so you sort of knew what it was going to ask” (P5-C).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General System Impression</th>
<th>Positive</th>
<th>Negative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Affective</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Changes in depressive symptoms over the course of the study*

The vast majority of participants reported that they felt as if their depressive symptoms had decreased due to system usage, with a significant number of participants reporting they felt better in the agent conditions (p < .05). Participants often explained that the program made them attribute their feelings better, since some of them “used to feel like everything was my fault and I realized that it’s just important to do your best and yeah it helped” (P3-A) and that “… it has helped me because sometimes when there’s not a person you can speak to this is really helpful and I know that she’s not going to tell anyone about my feelings so I feel secure with her” (P19-
A). For those who did not report a reduction in depressive symptoms, they often mentioned that the program did help them think about their problems in a new way, saying that “… I’ve been more conscious about a lot of it and like I feel like it’s helped me be more comfortable with a lot of those ideas which was cool too” (P22-A) and that “… I can say it helped me. The ideas were really good” (P25-A). External factors did come into play with some participants depressive symptoms however, with a few mentioning that “yeah, [the system] helped me work on [my symptoms] but again some new circumstances…” (P4-S).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Do you feel your depressive symptoms changed?</th>
<th>I feel less depressed</th>
<th>I feel more aware of my symptoms</th>
<th>I don’t think they have changed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Affective</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Emotional experiences with the system*

There were mixed responses related to participant’s emotional experiences with the system. Many participants reported that they did not become emotional while using the system, often explaining that they were “not that emotional of a person” (P16-A) or “pretty tough” (P10-A). Some attributed this to the setting in which they were using the system from, stating that since they use it “[at] home in a place where I can sit peacefully and so I didn’t get [emotional] in any situations like that” (P1-A). Those who did report feeling emotional attributed it to overwhelming real-life situations that occurred close to system usage, such as “when I’m coming out of a very super emotional state of mind and recalling all of that I did get emotional…” (P14-S) or when the system “asked me to list [my thoughts] and one of those moments yeah I really did actually [get emotional]” (P35-S).
Did you get emotional while using the system?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Affective</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Emotional intelligence of the system

The question of the system’s emotional intelligence was confounded by the system’s contents for many participants, in which they felt that the agent’s emotional understanding could be attributed to its assessment of the user’s emotional state while discussing thought records. For those who saw a distinction between the therapeutic content of the script and the agent's emotional understanding, the responses were mixed across groups, where some participants felt that the system could not understand their emotions since it’s responses were just “the extent of what a computer can do” (P23-S) or that the understanding was “not on the same level of human understanding but a lot more than what you can expect from a computer character” (P35-S).

Did the system understand your emotions?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Affective</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Preference of real therapist or system

A strong trend was found in the affective condition in which participants were more open to the idea of engaging in future therapy sessions with the agent than a real-life therapist (p < .075). This was attributed to the openness they felt with discussing these topics with the agent, because “it’s like a generated program so in that way I feel much more better than I would be able to express myself” (P13-A). Another said, “Probably I wouldn’t open up very easily to a therapist so definitely to begin with the computer character would help me to get accustomed to it and
then get a real therapist” (P37-A). Those in the standard condition were much more open to the thought of trying a therapist instead, because they felt that a therapist's responses “would be more accurate” (P32-S) and that they would “have more options in the conversation” (P23-S).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Would you have preferred talking to a real therapist or the system?</th>
<th>Therapist</th>
<th>System</th>
<th>Undecided</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Affective</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*System engagement*

Engagement was generally rated positive, with participants enjoying the companionship of the agent throughout the interaction. Many participants reported feeling a stronger connection with the agent by the end of the intervention, in which they felt as if “there was a mutual respect... Especially the last session as I mentioned. Getting scores like that helped me understand that my answers were interpreted” and this participant went on to say that “By the end of the 4th session I was actually looking forward to the 5th session so I think that helped yeah. I found the system engaging and I was happy with it when I realized it was helping me” (P14-S). The empathic tailoring was also mentioned by two participants in which they felt especially connected with the agent when “In the middle of the therapy she would stop and she would ask ‘can we continue, is it okay?’ and then she would go on” (P1-A).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Was the System Engaging?</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Affective</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Comments about system usage

Participants generally liked the five-session structure of the system, with a few suggesting that they would have liked more frequent and longer sessions. Only two participants expressed that the structure was too long and that the sessions should be shorter in duration or number.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session Duration/Length Comments</th>
<th>Fine as is</th>
<th>Sessions should be longer</th>
<th>Sessions should be shorter</th>
<th>There should be more sessions</th>
<th>There should be less sessions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Affective</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Recommending the system to others

Almost every participant in the study stated they would recommend the system to others, with a few participants directly referring their friends and family to the study. Often, they felt the system would be a great tool to get people started with therapy, saying that “I think for beginners this would be a good thing to do because not everyone would be willing to go to a therapist. When you say therapist, it freaks them out so this is something that tried to help you out it’s a nice beginner. It's less intimidating than a therapist so I would recommend it” (P11-S) and “I have a lot of friends who also have mental health issues and I feel like for some of them who haven’t been through therapy it would be really good for them” (P22-A).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Would you recommend the system to others?</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Affective</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Affective Response Analysis

An additional sub-analysis was conducted on the user’s responses to the empathic prompts given by the system in the affective condition. This analysis consisted of their reported emotional
states, their acceptance or rejection of the empathic prompts given by the system, and whether they took a break when the system offered one.

Analysis of user’s choices

Emotional assessments occurred at three points during each interaction, once at the start of each session via the PHQ-8 questionnaire, and twice within the session via dialogue prompts given by the agent. These prompts occurred at the start of the sessions for all sessions except the first, and again approximately half-way through the interaction at the point that was determined to have the most emotional impact. In total, the 15 participants experienced 113 emotional assessments, which were used in the following analysis. Responses to the agent were categorized into one of the following three categories:

- Continuation – Responses in which the user chooses to continue their interaction with the system. These choices result from the user agreeing with a positive emotional assessment or choosing the option to continue with the interaction.
- Empathy – Responses in which the user chooses to acknowledge the agent’s perception that they were in a negative emotional state.
- Mislabe (Better or Worse) – Responses in which the user corrects the agent about their emotional state, in which it was either better or worse than the agent perceived it to be.

A flowchart illustrating the user’s choices based on their emotional state during the interaction was generated using these labels to better understand how participants responded to the agent.
The initial empathic response generated by the agent, based on the differential between their current and prior PHQ-8 scores and their response to the agent’s emotional prompt in the beginning of the session, primarily resulted in continuation responses (37). Mislabs were the next most common, in which seven users reported feeling better than the system assessed, and one in which the participant reported feeling worse (eight total). Finally, four participants accepted the agent’s empathic prompts and chose to hear empathic statements from the agent.

Interestingly, mid-session responses, which were generated based on the differential between the starting emotional assessment and the mid-session emotional assessment, were more varied. Out of the 64 total responses, 39 of them asked to continue the conversation, while 24 choose to receive empathic feedback from the agent. Accuracy of the assessments also seemed to be better, with only one participant reporting a mislabelled emotional response.
Gender differences between the responses given during the mid-session conversation were analyzed using a chi-squared test, in which female participants were found to be significantly more likely to choose the empathic responses compared to male participants (p < .05).

![Graph showing empathy uptake between genders](image)

**Figure 22: Empathy uptake between genders**

**Homework and Thought Record Analysis**

At the end of each session, participants are asked to complete weekly homework assignments in which they are instructed to write down their thoughts and feelings on life events that occur between sessions. At the start of the subsequent session, the agent asks them if they were able to complete their homework and if they would like to use what they have written to fill out a thought record. Across both agent conditions the homework completion rates were relatively high, with no significant differences between the two conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Homework Compliance</th>
<th>Completed</th>
<th>Not-Completed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The thought records resulting from this task consisted of the participant recording the situation in which their thought took place, the thought they had regarding that situation, any possible distortions they may have had regarding that thought, and how they felt after reflecting on the situation. Since completing a thought record can be difficult to do for novice patients, the option to defer completion of the thought record was given to allow them to continue on with the conversation if they got stuck.

Upon study completion, our clinical collaborator reviewed de-identified versions of the thought records entered into the system and rated them based on the following metrics:

- **Thought Completion** - A measure of assessing if the participant completed the thought record task for a given entry. Since participants learnt how to fill out a thought record occurred across multiple sessions, a separate category was designated to evaluate how many thought records were completed once the full cognitive restructuring process was learnt. Positive thoughts were also allowed to be entered into the system, but did not require the participant to fill out the related distortion fields, so they were marked separately. Thought completion ratings were classified as either Completed, Completed (W/ Restructuring), Incompleted or Positive.

- **Distortion Accuracy** - A measure of the accuracy in which a participant assessed the cognitive distortion they were having in association with a given thought. Distortion accuracy was classified as either Correct, Related, or Incorrect.

- **Thought Record Quality** - A measure of the overall quality of a given entry in the thought record, based on the descriptions provided, the evidence for/against that thought and the
new thought provided. Thought record quality was classified as either Correct, Close to Correct, or Incorrect.

Based on these ratings, an analysis of the thought records was conducted with the 96 thought records entered into the system.

Table 10: Thought record usage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Completed Thoughts</th>
<th>Completed Thoughts (W/ Restructuring)</th>
<th>Incompleted Thoughts</th>
<th>Positive Thoughts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Affective (n = 15)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard (n = 14)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Using a chi-squared test, no significant differences were found for thought record completion rates between the two conditions (p > .78).

Table 11: Distortion accuracy:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Correct Distortion</th>
<th>Related Distortion</th>
<th>Incorrect Distortion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Affective (n = 15)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard (n = 14)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

No significant differences were found for distortion accuracy rates between the two conditions (p = 1).

Table 11: Thought record quality:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Correct Record</th>
<th>Close Record</th>
<th>Incorrect Record</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Affective (n = 15)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard (n = 14)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A trend was found for thought record quality and condition, in which the number of correct/close records was greater for those in the affective condition compared to those in the standard condition (p < .087). Since thought records rely heavily on the connects between one’s thoughts,
feelings and behaviors, it is possible that the affective agent promoted higher levels of affective awareness in the participants, resulting in deeper introspection during the thought records.

**Power Analysis**

While there were plenty of significant results in the study, many important ones were left trending or non-significant. To assess the effect size of these trends and number of participants required to make them significant, a power analysis was conducted for the following measures:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Effect Size (Cliff’s Delta)</th>
<th>Sample Size Needed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PHQ-8</td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Sessions</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working Alliance - Bond</td>
<td>.39</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender Effects - Closeness</td>
<td>.18</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender Effects - Caring</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender Effects - Honesty</td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Discussion**

This study explored the importance of affective understanding in agent based health counseling interactions. Over the course of a five-week cognitive behavior therapy intervention, participants across three conditions were assessed on their system usage, enjoyment, and changes in their depressive symptoms. Results of the study found that those in the affectively-aware agent condition received significantly increased benefits as measured by changes in state anxiety compared to those interacting with a standard one, and that both agent groups showed significant improvements over the control condition.
Differences in system usage

While there were no significant differences between the number of sessions completed between the three conditions, the amount of time the participants spent with the system per session differed greatly. While the differences between the control and agent condition were obvious due to the difference within the interaction, there was evidence that participants spent close to 40 seconds more on average with the affective agent per session, even when accounting for the additional dialogue. This suggests that the affective dialogue may have been successful at capturing the user’s interest, and could be a useful tool in increasing user engagement at a minimal cost.

Differences in agent ratings

There were several interesting trends that emerged from the analysis of the agent rating questionnaires, especially regarding gender effects. In closeness, caring and honesty, the data suggested that females preferred the affectively aware agent while men preferred the standard agent. This suggests that the participants gender should be taken into account when using emotionally tailored dialogue, and that alternative forms of tailoring may be needed for male participants.

Changes in depressive symptoms

One of the most prevalent effects of the affective agent was the resulting changes in the participants pre-post outcomes. While there were no significant differences in PHQ-8 scores across the three conditions, significant differences were observed in the participant’s level of anxiety. In the affective condition, participants demonstrated a significant decrease in anxiety.
through pre-post comparisons, especially when compared to the control condition which showed a slight increase in anxiety due to the intervention.

*Acceptance of affective tailoring*

Analysis of the affective tailoring options found results to be in line with those found in the agent ratings, showing that females were more open to receiving empathic feedback from the agent than males were. The majority of male participants opted to continue on with the conversation when given the option to, whereas half of the female participants asked to receive empathic feedback when the option was given to them.

*Limitations*

While the study successfully demonstrated the impact of an affectively aware virtual agent on health counseling systems, there were a few factors that diminished the potential efficacy of the study. The most obvious of these were issues related to the small sample size used for the experiment and the demographics of that population. While the study found significance on a variety of measures, additional study participants may have brought to light some of the trends found in the data, especially regarding gender effects, since there were less females than males in two of the three condition groups. Additionally, the relatively low depression requirements used in the study may have limited the impact of depressions changes, since those with lower depressive symptoms often experience lower changes in PHQ-scores than those with more severe symptoms [89].

Analysis of the debriefing interviews also suggested that personality metrics, especially those related to introversion/extroversion may have been correlated to the participant’s opinion of the system, suggesting that it would be a worthwhile metric to explore in future agent based studies.
Future Work

While this study explored the fundamental differences between an affect-aware agent and a non-affective one, there are a myriad of other study conditions that could have been explored. By comparing the affective agent to a dialogue only variant of the system (no agent), I could have explored the impact of embodiment on the framework. Likewise, comparing the system to variants missing one or more of the empathic tailoring techniques used (such as one without reflective dialogue) could have provided a greater insight into the efficacy of each tailoring technique. Finally, the impact of empathic frequency could have been explored by comparing the agent to variants that delivered the empathic content more or less frequently during the interaction.
Chapter 8: Conclusions

In this dissertation, I demonstrate the importance of empathic understanding in automated health counseling systems and provide a theoretical framework outlining how this can be accomplished. Specifically, I answered the three questions I set forth at the beginning of this work, and answered them as follows:

How does a user's emotional state impact their reaction to dialogue given by a health counseling system?

In a study with 21 participants exploring the role of emotions in human-human interactions, I demonstrated that computer systems can produce significant behavioral changes by tailoring dialogue to a user's emotional state. During a two-month automated health behavior change intervention, the relationship between a user's emotional states and the messages they received were examined to find changes in their compliance based on system requests. Results of this study showed that there was a significant correlation between a user’s emotional state and their receptiveness to the system’s requests. Specifically, users were more receptive to positively framed requests when in a negative mood, and more receptive to negatively framed requests when in a positive mood.

Is it possible for a health counseling system to adapt to real time changes in a user’s emotional state?

Through the exploration of work done on the importance of emotional understanding in health counseling, I developed a computational framework outlining ways in which an affect-aware system should react to a user’s emotional state in a health counseling setting. To evaluate this framework, I conducted an exploratory study with 10 participants in which they interacted with a
virtual counselor designed to teach them about cognitive behavioral therapy. During this interaction, the system detected their emotional state in real time through a combination of facial recognition and speech analysis and provided tailored dialogue based on their emotional state. Results of the study illustrated that the system was capable of evoking extreme emotional responses from participants. Most participants responded positively to the system’s empathic understanding, and reported improved feelings after the interaction. Potential problems with the detection techniques were also identified, since participants often obscured their face or stopped speaking when being emotionally overwhelmed.

*How does emotional understanding impact system efficacy in longitudinal health behavior change interventions?*

To fully evaluate the potential efficacy of the proposed framework and its applicability for longitudinal use, I conducted an empirical study evaluating an affect-aware variant of the depression counseling system against a non-affect-aware one and a non-intervention control. In a five-week study, 36 participants interacted with a virtual depression counselor from the comfort of their own home, in which their system usage, depressive symptoms, and ratings of the system were evaluated remotely. Results of this study showed significantly decreased anxiety and increased engagement for participants using the affect-aware version of the system compared to those in the other two conditions.

**Future Work**

While the work presented in this dissertation illustrates the importance of creating empathic systems, there are still four main questions left unanswered; the efficacy of the framework, how it could be expanded to accommodate for the use of real time sensors, it’s applicability outside of the healthcare domain and what other forms of dialogue adaptation could be explored:
Comprehensive System Evaluation

While the studies presented here explore the potential efficacy of my framework, they lacked the numbers to fully explore this potential. The results of the five-week long depression counseling study found a number of statistical trends related to gender differences and system preference. It is highly possible that gender specific tailoring would be required by this framework to account for differences in response to empathy [84]. Additionally, since the study only included those with mild to moderate depression, the efficacy of the framework for those suffering from more severe emotional disorders is still in question.

Responding to Real Time Emotion Sensors

Although the use of real time empathic feedback via sensors input was explored in Chapter 6, the five-week long evaluation study did not include the use of any sensors due to issues with accuracy and system deployment. While the framework does outline how these sensors could be used, it is highly likely that overuse of the empathic cues triggered by a sensor based system would have a negative effect on user experience. This leaves us with the question of what the exact emotional cues are that should be used to trigger empathic feedback by the system, and how often they should occur. Other types of sensors should also be explored since the facial detection and speech based sensors used in this dissertation presented issues when used by participants who were emotionally overwhelmed. Other detection methods that rely on the participant's full body or physiological states, such as posture detection systems [24], or those built upon monitoring a user's heart rate, could potentially alleviate these issues [56].

Applications in Non-Healthcare Domains
While the framework presented here was specifically tailored to health behavior change systems, there are many other domains that could potentially benefit from emotional understanding. Disciplines like customer service [76], and marketing [55], have begun to see the importance of incorporating this understanding into workflow, and there are many more areas where this has yet to be explored. Ultimately, future studies are required to understand if building empathic systems as a feature should be generalized for all computer systems, or if some domains would be better without this system.

**Dialogue Adaptation**

While the framework presented in this dissertation explores a number of ways in which dialogue could be tailored to a user’s emotional state, there are many other possibilities. Currently, I explored the insertion of new dialogue states into the discourse as a way to acknowledge the user’s emotional state. However, one could imagine the whole structure of a conversation being adjusted based on how the user is feeling. Therapeutic frameworks such as emotion-focused therapy are designed to constantly adapt to a user’s emotions, requiring precise moment-to-moment assessments of the patient’s feelings [40]. Furthermore, one could adapt the general sentiment of the dialogue based on the user’s emotions, since previous studies have found that emotions can be assessed via discourse analysis [100].
Appendix A: Agent Dialogue from Longitudinal Evaluation Study

The following section contains human readable versions of the the dialogue used in the automated depression counseling system described in Chapters 6 & 7. State transitions calculated by the engine are abstracted out.

Script 1: Control
State: CheckControl
Engine: Performing internal calculations

State: QuestionnairePrompt
Action:
Display Text: Welcome, Please complete the following questionnaires
Menu:
Choice 1: Start Surveys -> PHQ-8

State: QuestionnairePrompt2
Engine: Performing internal calculations

State: Exit
Action:
Display Text: Thank you. Please fill out these questionnaires again next week.
Engine: Performing internal calculations
Menu:
Choice 1: Ok -> Performing internal calculations

State: ControlLockout
Action:
Display Text: Thank you for returning. Please come back [RETURNDATE] to fill out the next set of questionnaires.
Menu:
Choice 1: Ok -> Performing internal calculations
Script 2: EmotionCheck

State: CheckCondition

Engine: Performing internal calculations

State: CalculatePath

Agent: <camera name="closeup"/> So, I know talking about these topics can be tough. I was just wondering how you are feeling right now?

Agent Alternative 1: <camera name="closeup"/> Hey, Before we go further, I was wondering how are you feeling right now?

Agent Alternative 2: <camera name="closeup"/> Before we continue on, I was wondering how our discussion is making you feel?

Agent Alternative 3: <camera name="closeup"/> I was just wondering, how are you feeling right now?

Menu:

Choice 1: Pretty Good -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 2: Great -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 3: Not so great -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 4: Pretty bad -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 5: DEBUG ONLY - MANUALLY SELECT STATE -> DebugEmotion

State: DebugEmotion

Agent: <camera name="closeup"/> For testing, please select your emotional state

Menu:

Choice 1: Worse than the previous check -> WorseEmotion
Choice 2: Better than the previous check -> BetterEmotion
Choice 3: Still bad -> BadEmotion
Choice 4: Still good -> GoodEmotion

State: WorseEmotion

Agent: Yeah, You seem kind of down. I hope our conversation hasn't been too upsetting?

Agent Alternative 1: I noticed you don't seem as upbeat as earlier. Is everything OK?

Agent Alternative 2: Yeah, You seem pretty low at the moment compared to earlier. Are you OK?

Agent Alternative 3: You do seem a bit sad at the moment, compared to earlier. I totally understand if our chat has been getting you down, sometimes these topics are hard to talk about.

Menu:

Choice 1: I feel Ok actually, let's just carry on with the chat.|I'm great. Let's carry with what we were talking about.|I'm good. Let's keep talking.|I'm alright, can we just carry on with the conversation? -> Continue
Choice 2: Really? I feel great! I feel completely fine! You know what? I'm absolutely fine. Actually I'm feeling good. >> PositiveBreak

Choice 3: Yeah I'm not feeling great actually, although it wasn't our chat. It's not because of our conversation, but yeah, I'm not doing great. I'm not in a good place right now, but actually I don't think it's our chat. Yeah I'm feeling kinda low, but actually it's not because of what we were talking about. >> EmpathyBreak

Choice 4: Yes, our chat has been getting me down actually. To be honest with you our conversation has been getting me down a bit. Yes, I've been finding our chat quite upsetting. Yes, talking about these issues has got me feeling quite low. >> EmpathyBreak

State: BetterEmotion
Agent: Great, you seem to be doing better than you were earlier in our chat. How are you feeling?
Agent Alternative 1: It does seem like you're feeling better than earlier today, am I right?
Agent Alternative 2: You do seem to be feeling better than you were before. How are things?
Agent Alternative 3: It does seem like you're in a better place than you were earlier in the conversation. How are you feeling?
Menu:

Choice 1: I feel Ok actually, let's just carry on with the chat. I'm feeling great. Let's carry with what we were talking about. I'm good. Let's keep talking. I'm alright, can we just carry on with the conversation? >> Continue

Choice 2: Yes I'm really good now thanks! Yeah, I'm feeling a lot better than before! Yeah. I'm doing better thanks, in fact, I'm doing really well! I'm doing a lot better than before, yes thanks. >> PositiveBreak

Choice 3: Yeah, I'm doing better, but I'm still not feeling great to be honest. I'm doing better than I was before, I'm still not feeling great. Yeah, better than before, but I don't feel like I'm doing great! Better than before, sure, but I still don't feel great. >> EmpathyPositiveBreak

Choice 4: Actually I'm still feeling low. To be honest, I'm still not doing well at all! I feel just as bad as before actually. I feel the same as before, I'm not doing great at the moment. >> EmpathyBreak

Choice 5: To be honest with you, I feel worse than earlier. Actually, I feel worse than now than I did earlier. Actually I'm not doing better, I'm feel worse now than I did earlier. Honestly. I feel worse now than I did before. >> EmpathyBreak

State: BadEmotion
Agent: Yeah, I noticed you still seem pretty down.
Agent Alternative 1: Yeah, I noticed you seem pretty down, like you were earlier.
Agent Alternative 2: I thought that might be the case, it seems like you're not feeling great?
Agent Alternative 3: Yeah, it does sound like you're still not feeling so great?
Menu:

Choice 1: I feel Ok actually, let's just carry on with the chat. I'm great. Let's carry with what we were talking about. I'm good. Let's keep talking. I'm alright, can we just carry on with the conversation? >> Continue

Choice 2: Yeah, I'm still feeling pretty low. Yes, I'm really not doing well today. Yes, like earlier, I'm not doing well. Yeah, I feel the same as before, I'm not doing well at the moment. >> EmpathyBreak
Choice 3: Actually I'm feeling worse than earlier.|To be honest I'm doing worse than earlier.|I'm actually feeling worse than I was before.|To be honest, I'm doing worse than I was before. -> EmpathyBreak

Choice 4: To be honest I feel a bit better.|Actually I'm doing somewhat better than I was before.|You know what, compared to earlier, I'm doing fine.|I'm feeling OK now actually. -> PositiveBreak

Choice 5: Really? I feel great actually!|Actually, I'm doing really well right now!|You know what, I'm actually feeling really good now!|Really? I'm actually feeling really good at the moment! -> PositiveBreak

State: GoodEmotion
Agent: Awesome, I just wanted to say I'm really enjoying our chat and I'm really happy that you seem to be doing well today!
Agent Alternative 1: Great! I'm really glad to see that you're feeling good today!
Agent Alternative 2: Good to hear, you seem to be doing really good today, that's great!
Agent Alternative 3: So, it seems like you're in a good place today, that's great to see!
Menu:
Choice 1: Thanks, I am doing great!|Yeah, I feel like I really am in a good place today!|Yeah, today, I do feel really great!|Thanks yeah, I'm doing really good. -> Continue

Choice 2: I'm feeling Ok I guess.|Yeah I suppose I'm doing fine.|Well, I feel like I'm doing alright.|I feel OK, but not great. -> MildBreak

Choice 3: Thanks, but I'm not actually doing well to be honest.|Actually, I'm not in a good place at all at the moment.|Actually, I don't feel great all at the moment.|You know, honestly I'm actually not doing well at all right now. -> EmpathyBreak

State: PositiveBreak
Agent: Ok, well I'm glad to hear that. Let me know if you want a quick break anyway.
Agent Alternative 1: Oh right, well that's great. Do you want to take a short break anyway?
Agent Alternative 2: Oh, right, great. I was going to ask if you wanted to take a minute, since you didn't seem to be doing well. Do you want to break anyway?
Agent Alternative 3: I'm glad to hear that! Let me know anyway if you would like to pause for a minute.
Menu:
Choice 1: I don't need a break, lets continue. -> Continue
Choice 2: I could use a break. -> Break

State: MildBreak
Agent: I'm glad you're doing OK. Let me know if you want to take a break.
Agent Alternative 1: Oh, well I'm glad you're feeling fine. Would you like a break?
Agent Alternative 2: OK, well good to know you're OK – do you want to pause for a minute?
Agent Alternative 3: Oh OK, well I'm glad to hear you're doing alright – let me know if you do want to pause for a bit.
Menu:

Choice 1: I don't need a break, let's continue. -> Continue
Choice 2: I could use a break. -> Break

State: EmpathyPositiveBreak
Agent: I'm glad you're doing somewhat better than before – let me know if you would like to take a short break.
Agent Alternative 1: I'm glad you're a bit better than earlier. Do you want to take a break now?
Agent Alternative 2: I'm sorry you're still not doing great, but I'm really glad you're doing better than earlier. Do you want to break for a bit?
Agent Alternative 3: Sorry you're still not doing great: let me know if you would you like to pause for a bit?
Menu:

Choice 1: I don't need a break, let's continue. -> Continue
Choice 2: I could use a break. -> Break

State: EmpathyBreak
Agent: I'm really sorry to hear that. Would you like to take a break?
Agent Alternative 1: I'm sorry you're not doing well, do you want a quick break?
Agent Alternative 2: I'm sorry to hear that, would you like to take a minute?
Agent Alternative 3: I'm sorry to hear you're not doing well. Do you want to pause for a bit?
Menu:

Choice 1: I don't need a break, let's continue. -> Continue
Choice 2: I could use a break. -> Break

State: Continue
Agent: <camera name="agent"/>Ok, let's continue.

Engine: Performing internal calculations

State: Break
Agent: Ok, let me know when you want to continue.
Menu:

Choice 1: I'm ready to continue. -> Continue
Script 3: Menu
State: SessionChoice
Agent: Please select a session
Menu:

Choice 1: Session 1 -> Session1
Choice 2: Session 2 -> Session2
Choice 3: Session 3 -> Session3
Choice 4: Session 4 -> Session4
Choice 5: Session 5 -> Session5
Choice 6: Cross Session Scripts -> CrossSessionScripts

State: Session1
Agent: Please select a section
Menu:

Choice 1: Tutorial -> Session1.Tutorial
Choice 2: Intro -> Session1.Intro
Choice 3: Meeting Review -> Session1.MeetingReview
Choice 4: Depression -> Session1.Depression
Choice 5: Symptoms Review -> Session1.Symptoms
Choice 6: Therapy Thought -> Session1.Therapy
Choice 7: CBT -> Session1.CBT
Choice 8: Homework -> Session1.Homework

State: CrossSessionScripts
Menu:

Choice 1: EmotionCheck -> EmotionCheck
Choice 2: PHQ-8 -> PHQ-8
Choice 3: State Anxiety -> StateAnxiety

State: Session2
Agent: Please select a section
Menu:

Choice 1: Checkin -> Session2.Checkin
Choice 2: Review Session 1 -> Session2.Review1
Choice 3: Homework Practice -> Session2.HomeworkPractice
Choice 4: Cognitive Distortions -> Session2.CognitiveDistortions
Choice 5: Homework -> Session2.Homework

State:Session3
Agent: Please select a section
Menu:

Choice 1: Checkin -> Session3.Checkin
Choice 2: Review Session 2 -> Session3.Review2
Choice 3: Homework Practice -> Session3.HomeworkPractice
Choice 4: Automatic Thoughts -> Session3.AutomaticThoughts
Choice 5: Homework -> Session3.Homework

State:Session4
Agent: Please select a section
Menu:

Choice 1: Checkin -> Session4.Checkin
Choice 2: Review Session 3 -> Session4.Review3
Choice 3: Homework Practice -> Session4.HomeworkPractice
Choice 4: Having Fun -> Session4.HavingFun
Choice 5: Homework -> Session4.Homework

State:Session5
Agent: Please select a section
Menu:

Choice 1: Checkin -> Session5.Checkin
Choice 2: Review Session 4 -> Session5.Review4
Choice 3: Homework Practice -> Session5.HomeworkPractice
Choice 4: Relaxation -> Session5.Relaxation
Choice 5: Wrapup -> Session5.Wrapup

Script 4: PHQ-8
State:PHQ-P1
Questionnaire:

Prompt: Over the last 2 weeks, how often have you been bothered by any of the following problems?

Action: Performing internal calculations

State: PHQ-P2

Questionnaire:

Prompt: Over the last 2 weeks, how often have you been bothered by any of the following problems?

Action: Performing internal calculations
Agent: So let's talk about one of the most effective types of therapy, Cognitive behavioral therapy.

Menu:

Choice 1: What is cognitive behavioral therapy? -> CBT2

Agent: Cognitive Behavioral Therapy, often called CBT, suggest that we experience ourselves, and the environment at three levels, via our thoughts, feelings and behaviors.

Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> CBT3

Agent: The concept behind CBT is that by changing your behaviors and thoughts you can help improve your mood. With cognitive behavioral therapy, you should experience improvements in your depressive symptoms by developing skills to change the way you think and behave.

Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> CBT4

Agent: Now let's take a second to break down the three main elements of CBT. First there are thoughts, which are things you tell yourself, then there are actions, which are the behaviors you engage in, and finally there are feelings, which are the various moods you experience, like happiness and sadness.

Menu:

Choice 1: So how are these things related? -> CBT5

Agent: Our thoughts, feelings and actions are all connected and influence each other. When we have helpful or accurate thoughts, we tend to feel better and do things that help us achieve our goals. However, when we have unhealthy or inaccurate thoughts, we tend to feel worse and do things that interfere with achieving our goals. This is because our thoughts are not always accurate or helpful.

Menu:

Choice 1: Can you give me an example? -> CBT6

Agent: Sure. Let's say you sit down to eat lunch in the dining hall, and someone else gets up to leave at the same time.
State: CBT7

Agent: Your automatic thought might be: She must have walked away because she does not like me. Think about how you would feel and act if you said this to yourself. You would probably feel disappointed, sad or down, or you might feel angry. These feeling may lead to you not talking to people and to refrain from making new friends, which in turn will make you feel even more sad and isolated.

Menu:
  Choice 1: Ok -> CBT8

State: CBT8

Agent: However, you may have interpreted the situation incorrectly. Each of us has a pattern of thinking that is automatic, and this can keep us stuck with bad feelings. Another way of thinking about this situation could be, I wonder why she's leaving. She seems to like me enough, so I don't think it's because I am sitting here. Maybe she had to go to class. Given this new thought, you might have a new feeling or behavior. You might still be curious about why she left the table, but you probably wouldn't be feeling down or angry about it.

Menu:
  Choice 1: Thanks for the example -> Performing internal calculations
  Choice 2: Ok -> Performing internal calculations
Agent: Now that we have the logistics out of the way, let's talk about depression. Depression is a leading cause of disability in the world, affecting over 350 million people worldwide.

Menu:

Choice 1: Ok, but what exactly is depression? -> Depression2
Choice 2: Go on -> Depression2

Agent: Depression is diagnosed when a person experiences a depressed mood or a loss of interest in activities they used to enjoy. Several other symptoms, such as low energy, are common in depressed individuals.

Menu:

Choice 1: What can cause depression? -> Depression3

Agent: Depression can be due to a genetic vulnerability or to stressful life events, such as a breakup, the death of someone close, or a big change in one's life routine, such as starting college.

Menu:

Choice 1: Ok, I understand -> Depression4
Choice 2: How does this genetic vulnerability work? -> Depression4

Agent: Some people who have a low genetic vulnerability to depression may never develop it if they never encounter a stressor to trigger it. On the other hand, some people with a strong vulnerability to depression can develop symptoms when there have been no stressors in their life and without a clear precipitating event.

Menu:

Choice 1: I see -> Depression5
Choice 2: What changes can come with depression? -> Depression5

Agent: Depressive symptoms can cause people to have difficulty functioning in school, at work, and in relationships. Low levels of motivation, sadness, low energy, feeling helpless and overwhelmed, as well as difficulty with concentration are common experiences for people with depression.

Menu:

Choice 1: What else can happen? -> Depression6
State: Depression6

Agent: Perhaps most importantly, depression can cause a person to withdraw from life and from people. Isolation and low levels of activity may lead to a person developing a more negative view towards life.

Menu:

Choice 1: Why is that bad? -> Depression7
Choice 2: Go on -> Depression7
Choice 3: So what? -> Depression7

State: Depression7

Agent: Most treatments for depression emphasize the importance of social support. Social and emotional support from others can be an important part of the healing process, but depression itself sometimes makes it difficult to put those support networks in place.

Menu:

Choice 1: Interesting -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 2: That makes sense. -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 3: Ok -> Performing internal calculations
Agent: Now that we have covered the basics, I want you to think a bit about your thoughts and feelings. Over the next week try and take notes on when you feel good or bad.

Engine: Performing internal calculations

Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> Homework2

Agent: If possible, try to write when and where you were when you had these feelings, what the feelings were and the thoughts you were having at that time. When you have written down a few of these thoughts you can come back to talk about them a bit with me.

Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> Homework3

Agent: Here is an example of what your thoughts might look like after you write them down.

Whiteboard Display:

Action: Performing internal calculations

Agent: Engine Generated Response

Menu:

Choice 1: Bye! -> Performing internal calculations

Choice 2: See you then! -> Performing internal calculations
Great! My name is Tanya, and I hope to be working with you for the next few weeks.

Menu:

Choice 1: Great to meet you -> CheckTime
Choice 2: Hi -> CheckTime

We are going to need about 20 minutes to chat today, is that ok?

Menu:

Choice 1: Yeah, let's start -> RapportBuilding
Choice 2: I don't have that much time right now -> NoTime

That's ok, when you have some more time come back to talk with me.

Menu:

Choice 1: Ok, talk to you later. -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 2: Actually, I have time right now. -> RapportBuilding

Great! So before we start working together, I would like to get to know you a bit more.

Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> RapportBuilding2
Choice 2: Do we have to? -> ReasonsWhy

I understand it may be strange talking to me, but the more we work together and understand each other the better our sessions will go.

Menu:

Choice 1: Ok, we can talk a bit -> RapportBuilding2
Choice 2: Let's move on -> Performing internal calculations
Agent: Great, where are you from?

Menu:

Choice 1: New England -> NEResponse
Choice 2: New York -> NYResponse
Choice 3: Another State -> AnotherStateResponse
Choice 4: Outside of the US -> OutsideResponse

State: NEResponse
Agent: Me Too!

Menu:

Choice 1: Oh right, cool -> CheckStudent
Choice 2: Ok -> CheckStudent

State: NYResponse
Agent: Awesome! One of my developers is from New York!

Menu:

Choice 1: Awesome -> CheckStudent
Choice 2: Ok -> CheckStudent

State: AnotherStateResponse
Agent: That's exciting, I have never been outside of Boston before!

Menu:

Choice 1: You should travel sometime -> CheckStudent
Choice 2: Ok -> CheckStudent

State: OutsideResponse
Agent: Wow! I hope you are enjoying your time here!

Menu:

Choice 1: I am -> CheckStudent
Choice 2: It's ok -> CheckStudent
Choice 3: I kinda miss being home... -> OutsideSorry

State: OutsideSorry
Agent: I'm sorry to hear that. Let's talk about something else, are you currently a student?

Menu:

Choice 1: Yes -> YesStudent
Choice 2: No -> NoStudent

State:CheckStudent
Agent: So, are you currently a student?
Menu:

Choice 1: Yes -> YesStudent
Choice 2: No -> NoStudent

State:NoStudent
Agent: Must be exciting to be out in the real world. I know it can be tough, but I'm sure by working together we can make it easier.
Engine: Performing internal calculations

State:YesStudent
Agent: How exciting! What year are you in?
Menu:

Choice 1: Freshman -> FreshmanResponse
Choice 2: Sophomore -> StudentResponse
Choice 3: Middler -> StudentResponse
Choice 4: Junior -> SeniorResponse
Choice 5: Senior -> SeniorResponse

State:FreshmanResponse
Agent: That's great. Starting school can be tough but it can also be a really exciting experience!
Engine: Performing internal calculations

State:StudentResponse
Agent: That's great. The first few years of school can be tough but I'm sure we can work together to help you get through it!
Engine: Performing internal calculations

State:SeniorResponse
Agent: That's great! The last year of school can be tough, but I'm sure we can work together to help you get through it!

Engine: Performing internal calculations
Agent: So let's get down to business. Over the next few weeks we will be working together to learn new skills to help manage your mood. Each session will last about thirty minutes. However, you are free to take as much or as little time as you want during each interaction.

Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> Review2
Choice 2: What will each session consist of? -> Review2

Agent: During each session, we will go over how you have been feeling, discuss techniques you can try which might help you feel better and review those we had talked about you trying in previous sessions.

Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> Weekly

Agent: Before we go on, I would like to try and schedule a time each week for us to work together.

Menu:

Choice 1: Sure -> SetDay
Choice 2: Why? -> ScheduleExplain

Agent: Many people have found that sticking to a schedule helps with the therapeutic process. I won't be forcing you to commit to anything, so think of it more as a suggestion than a fixed appointment.

Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> SetDay

Agent: What day of the week works best for you?

Menu:

Choice 1: Monday -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 2: Tuesday -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 3: Wednesday -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 4: Thursday -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 5: Friday -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 6: Saturday -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 7: Sunday -> Performing internal calculations

State: SetTime
Agent: Engine Generated Response
Menu:
Choice 1: Morning -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 2: Afternoon -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 3: Evening -> Performing internal calculations

State: Recap
Agent: Engine Generated Response
Menu:
Choice 1: Ok -> Performing internal calculations
Script 10: Session1 Symptoms
State: Symptoms
Agent: While some symptoms are common in every case of depression, not everyone experiences the same symptoms or at the same intensity. I would like to ask you a bit about some of the symptoms you have experienced, to get to know you better.

Menu:

Choice 1: Sure -> CheckWeek
Choice 2: Why? -> SymptomsWhy

State: SymptomsWhy
Agent: Since depression affects everyone differently, the more I know about you the better I can try to help.

Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> CheckWeek

State: CheckWeek
Agent: In the past week have you experienced any of the following symptoms? Please check off all of the symptoms you have experienced

Checkbox:

Prompt: What symptoms have you experienced in the last week
Option 1: Persistent sad or empty mood
Option 2: Anxiety, angst
Option 3: Feelings of hopelessness
Option 4: Feelings of guilt, shame
Option 5: Worthlessness
Option 6: Helplessness
Option 7: Loss of interest or pleasure in hobbies and activities
Option 8: Decreased energy, fatigue, feeling slowed down
Option 9: Difficulty concentrating, remembering, making decisions
Option 10: Changes in appetite and/or weight
Option 11: Irritability

Action: Performing internal calculations

State: ReflectWeek
Agent: Engine Generated Response
Menu:

Choice 1: Yeah -> CheckEvent

Choice 2: Can I see the list again? -> CheckWeek

State: CheckEvent

Agent: Now I want you to think about your worst depressive experience and what was happening when you experienced it.

Checkbox:

Prompt: What was happening when you had your worst depressive experience?

Option 1: Family issues
Option 2: Relationship issues
Option 3: Problems at work
Option 4: Problems at school
Option 5: Something else

Action: Performing internal calculations

State: WorstSymptoms

Agent: What symptoms did you experience during this? Please check off all of the symptoms you experienced.

Checkbox:

Prompt: What symptoms did you have during your worst depressive experience?

Option 1: Persistent sad or empty mood
Option 2: Anxiety, angst
Option 3: Feelings of hopelessness
Option 4: Feelings of guilt, shame
Option 5: Worthlessness
Option 6: Helplessness
Option 7: Loss of interest or pleasure in hobbies and activities
Option 8: Decreased energy, fatigue, feeling slowed down
Option 9: Difficulty concentrating, remembering, making decisions
Option 10: Changes in appetite and/or weight
Option 11: Irritability

Action: Performing internal calculations

State: ReflectWorst
Agent: Engine Generated Response

Menu:

Choice 1: Yeah -> Performing internal calculations

Choice 2: Can I see the list again? -> WorstSymptoms
Agent: Ok. So let's switch topics a bit. By being here today you have expressed interest in treating your depressive symptoms. I would like to talk to you about one of the most effective ways to treat depression, Therapy, also known as Talk Therapy or Psychotherapy.

Menu:

Choice 1: I'd like to talk about therapy actually -> Therapy2
Choice 2: Ok -> Therapy2
Choice 3: I'm not sure I want to talk about therapy... -> TherapyResist

State: TherapyResist

Agent: I know many people are hesitant about therapy, and I don't want to force you to commit to anything. I just wanted to get your thoughts on therapy before we continue.

Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> Therapy2

State: Therapy2

Agent: Ok. So what do you think are some of the benefits of attending therapy?

Checkbox:

Prompt: What do you think are some of the benefits of attending therapy?
Option 1: I may feel better emotionally
Option 2: I may feel better physically
Option 3: My relationships may improve
Option 4: I may learn to cope with problems better
Option 5: I may be able to accomplish more
Option 6: Something Else

Action: Performing internal calculations

State: Therapy3

Agent: Thanks. Now let's talk a bit about the negative side. What are some of your worries about attending therapy?

Checkbox:

Prompt: What do you think are some of the negatives of attending therapy?
Option 1: It may take too much of time
Option 2: I have to make room for it in my schedule
Action: Performing internal calculations

State: TherapyGood

Agent: It looks like you found more positives than negatives with the idea of attending therapy. It's great to hear that you are open to the idea of it!
Menu:

Choice 1: Thanks -> Performing internal calculations

State: TherapyNeutral

Agent: Thanks for sharing that with me.
Menu:

Choice 1: No problem -> Performing internal calculations

State: TherapyBad

Agent: It sounds like you have a few worries about attending therapy. I know it can seem overwhelming at first but I'm sure that if we work together we can make it worth it.
Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> Performing internal calculations
Script 12: Session1 Tutorial

State: Intro

Agent: Hi! Feel free to talk to me by pressing one of the options on the right.

Engine: Performing internal calculations

Menu:

  Choice 1: Like this? -> Session1.Intro

  Choice 2: Ok -> Session1.Intro
Script 13: Session2 Checkin

State: Checkin

Agent: Welcome back. Before we begin today's session I would like you to fill out two quick questionnaires.

Engine: Performing internal calculations

Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> PHQ-8

Choice 2: Ok (Debugging Only - Skip Questionnaires) -> Followup

State: PHQ-Return

Agent: Thanks, I have one more questionnaire for you to fill out.

Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> StateAnxiety

Choice 2: Ok -> StateAnxiety

State: Advance

Agent: Thanks for filling those out.

Engine: Performing internal calculations

State: Followup

Agent: Thanks for filling those out. So how are you doing today?

Menu:

Choice 1: I'm doing great -> Performing internal calculations

Choice 2: I'm doing ok -> Performing internal calculations

Choice 3: Not so great -> Performing internal calculations

Choice 4: I'm pretty down -> Performing internal calculations

State: NeutralContinue

Agent: Ok

Engine: Performing internal calculations

State: GoodEmotion

Agent: That's great to hear!

Engine: Performing internal calculations
State: BadEmotion
Agent: I'm sorry to hear that, hopefully you will feel a bit better after our talk today.

Engine: Performing internal calculations

State: BetterEmotion
Agent: Oh, you seemed to be doing pretty good based on your questionnaires, is everything ok?
Menu:
   Choice 1: Not really -> BadEmotion
   Choice 2: Actually, I'm doing ok. -> GoodEmotion

State: WorseEmotion
Agent: Oh, I noticed that you seemed a bit down based on your responses to the questionnaires, is everything ok?
Menu:
   Choice 1: Yeah -> NeutralContinue
   Choice 2: Actually, I am a bit down -> BadEmotion
Agent: This leads us to the topic I wanted to cover today, common errors people have when tracking their thoughts and feelings. During this discussion I may draw upon some examples to help make things clearer.

Menu:
Choice 1: Ok -> CD1

State:CD1
Agent: Great. So now I want to talk a bit about something called cognitive distortions. Cognitive distortions are ways in which we twist our realities when we become stressed out or depressed.

Menu:
Choice 1: Ok -> CD2

State:CD2
Agent: Here are a few of the most common distortions, let's take a minute and go through them.

Menu:
Choice 1: Overgeneralizing -> Overgeneralizing
Choice 2: Mental filtering -> MentalFiltering
Choice 3: Mind reading -> MindReading

State:Overgeneralizing
Agent: Overgeneralizing is when you see a negative event as a never-ending pattern of defeat. An example of this would be thinking that you are horrible at math due to one bad score on a math test.

Engine: Performing internal calculations

Menu:
Choice 1: Mental filtering -> MentalFiltering
Choice 2: Mind reading -> MindReading
Choice 3: Ok -> CheckSet1

State:MentalFiltering
Agent: Mental filtering is when you focus only on the things that went wrong, rather than all the things that went correctly. It is an inability to see the positive because you are dwelling on the negative, imagine you are having fun at a party and then someone makes a snide comment about your outfit and now your night is ruined, that would be mental filtering.

Engine: Performing internal calculations
State: MindReading
Agent: Mind reading is when you assume others are thinking negatively about you when there is no evidence for this, like, for example, if you see a friend in the bookstore who doesn't say hello, and you conclude they don't like you anymore.

Engine: Performing internal calculations

State: CheckSet1
Agent: Do you feel like you experience any of these distortions in your thinking pattern?

Menu:

Choice 1: Yes -> WhichSet1
Choice 2: No -> ShowSet2

State: WhichSet1
Agent: Which ones? Check off all the ones you have experienced.

Checkbox:

Prompt: Which distortions have you experienced?

Option 1: Overgeneralizing
Option 2: Mental Filtering
Option 3: Mind Reading

Action: Performing internal calculations

State: ShowSet2
Agent: Ok, let's go through a few more common distortions.

Menu:

Choice 1: Discounting the positives -> Discounting
Choice 2: Catastrophizing -> Catastrophizing
Choice 3: All or Nothing thinking -> AllOrNothing

State: Discounting
Agent: Discounting the positives is when you reject positive experiences by insisting they don't count, Devaluing compliments, Taking responsibility for bad things that happen, or attributing the good things that happen to luck. An example of this is when you are complimented on your performance and think, They are just being nice, or Anyone could have done as good of a job as I did.

Engine: Performing internal calculations

Menu:
Choice 1: Catastrophizing -> Catastrophizing
Choice 2: All or Nothing thinking -> AllOrNothing
Choice 3: Ok -> CheckSet2

State: Catastrophizing
Agent: Catastrophizing is when you expect a bad result or the worst result in a situation. An example of this is thinking that you will fail a class because you got one bad grade, even if all of your other grades were good.

Engine: Performing internal calculations

Menu:
Choice 1: Discounting the positives -> Discounting
Choice 2: All or Nothing thinking -> AllOrNothing
Choice 3: Ok -> CheckSet2

State: AllOrNothing
Agent: All or Nothing thinking is the tendency to see everything as good or bad, black or white. An example of this would be thinking that you are a failure at life because you didn't get a perfect score on something.

Engine: Performing internal calculations

Menu:
Choice 1: Catastrophizing -> Catastrophizing
Choice 2: Discounting the positives -> Discounting
Choice 3: Ok -> CheckSet2

State: CheckSet2
Agent: So, out of these, do you feel like you experience any of them in your thought patterns?

Menu:
Choice 1: Yes -> WhichSet2
Choice 2: No -> Followup

State:WhichSet2
Agent: Which ones? Check off all the ones you have experienced.
Checkbox:

Prompt: Which distortions have you experienced?
Option 1: Discounting the positives
Option 2: Catastrophizing
Option 3: All or Nothing thinking

Action: Performing internal calculations

State:Followup
Agent: Ok. There are two more common distortions that I wanted to talk to you about.
Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> Should

State:Should
Agent: The first of these are should statements. Should statements are thoughts in which you think of the world in absolute right or wrong when in fact there often is no absolute. You have expectations about yourself or the world that are arbitrary. Shoulds often do not help us but they imply that the way we are doing something now is wrong. For example, I should be a better student, a better friend.
Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> Label

State:Label
Agent: Finally, there is labeling and mislabeling. Labeling and Mislabeling is when you misattribute things based on faulty logic. An example of this would be to think something like I am fat because you ate a dish of ice cream while you are on a diet. This is illogical thinking because it is overly simplistic. Being accepting of ourselves is better for our minds and hearts than being judgmental.
Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> CheckSet3

State:CheckSet3
Agent: Do you feel like you have experienced either of these distortions?
Menu:
Choice 1: Yes -> WhichSet3
Choice 2: No -> Performing internal calculations

State:WhichSet3
Agent: Which ones? Check off all the ones you have experienced.
Checkbox:
  Prompt: Which distortions have you experienced?
  Option 1: Should Statements
  Option 2: Labeling and Mislabling
Action: Performing internal calculations

State:Response
Agent: Engine Generated Response
Menu:
  Choice 1: Yeah -> End
  Choice 2: I guess -> End
  Choice 3: Not really -> End

State:End
Agent: I know this can be a lot to go over. If you want to review any of these again you can always talk to me later and go over them.
Menu:
  Choice 1: Ok -> Performing internal calculations
Agent: So, with these distortions in mind, I would like you to observe and track your thoughts and feelings over the next week. Whenever you find yourself feeling bad, or doing something you wish you hadn't done, just write down the situation you were in, what you were feeling, and what your thoughts were. Once you have done that, I want you to look over the situation, and decide whether it counts as one of the cognitive distortions we talked about.

Engine: Performing internal calculations

Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> Homework2

Agent: Here is an example of what this might look like.

Whiteboard Display:

Action: Performing internal calculations

Agent: Also, I want you to start thinking about some of the problems you have been dealing with and your goals for our session together. Next week we will start to talk about them a bit more.

Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> Homework4

Agent: Engine Generated Response

Menu:

Choice 1: Bye! -> Performing internal calculations

Choice 2: See you then! -> Performing internal calculations
Agent: Ok, So I would really like to take a few minutes to talk about a thought you had over the last week. Take a moment to think about one and let me know when you're ready to talk about it.

Menu:

Choice 1: I'm ready -> GetThought
Choice 2: What kind of thought? -> WhatThought

Agent: Any kind of thought, good or bad, that you have had over the last week and would like to think about a bit more critically.

Menu:

Choice 1: Ok, I have a thought ready -> GetThought

Agent: Ok, so what was your thought?

Text Prompt:

Prompt: What was your thought?
Action: Performing internal calculations

Agent: And where were you when you had this thought?

Menu:

Choice 1: At school -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 2: At work -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 3: Outside -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 4: At home -> Performing internal calculations

Agent: On what day?

Menu:

Choice 1: Monday -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 2: Tuesday -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 3: Wednesday -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 4: Thursday -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 5: Friday -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 6: Saturday -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 7: Sunday -> Performing internal calculations

State:GetDay
Agent: On what day?
Menu:
   Choice 1: Monday -> Performing internal calculations
   Choice 2: Tuesday -> Performing internal calculations
   Choice 3: Wednesday -> Performing internal calculations
   Choice 4: Thursday -> Performing internal calculations
   Choice 5: Friday -> Performing internal calculations
   Choice 6: Saturday -> Performing internal calculations
   Choice 7: Sunday -> Performing internal calculations

State:GetActivity
Agent: And what were you doing at this time?
Text Prompt:
   Prompt: What were you doing?
   Action: Performing internal calculations

State:GetFeeling
Agent: And how did that make you feel?
Menu:
   Choice 1: Angry -> Performing internal calculations
   Choice 2: Disgusted -> Performing internal calculations
   Choice 3: Fearful -> Performing internal calculations
   Choice 4: Happy -> Performing internal calculations
   Choice 5: Sad -> Performing internal calculations
   Choice 6: Surprised -> Performing internal calculations

State:ShowChart
Agent: Great, so when you take notes of your thoughts like we just did, a chart like this can be helpful to look at them.

Whiteboard Display:

  Action: Performing internal calculations

State: ChartFollowup

Agent: By writing them out like this, we can start to try and find relationships between our thoughts, feelings, and actions.

Menu:

  Choice 1: Ok -> Performing internal calculations
Agent: So before we get into today's session, I would like to get your thoughts on our last session, so I can learn what did, and did not work for you.

Menu:
Choice 1: Ok -> Review1

State: Review1

Agent: Great. So how did you feel after our last session?

Menu:
Choice 1: Great! -> ReviewPositive
Choice 2: Ok -> ReviewPositive
Choice 3: A bit down -> ReviewNegative

State: ReviewPositive

Agent: Great, was there anything in particular from our last session that you liked?

Menu:
Choice 1: Yes -> PositiveFollowup
Choice 2: Not really -> HomeworkFollowup

State: ReviewNegative

Agent: I'm sorry to hear that, was there something in our last session that you did not enjoy?

Menu:
Choice 1: Yes -> NegativeNegativeFollowup
Choice 2: Not Really -> HomeworkFollowup

State: PositiveFollowup

Agent: Awesome, could you tell me what that was so I can try to do it more in the future?

Menu:
Choice 1: Learning more about depression -> HomeworkFollowup
Choice 2: Learning more about therapy -> HomeworkFollowup
Choice 3: Just chatting with you -> HomeworkFollowup
Choice 4: Your reactions to me -> HomeworkFollowup
Choice 5: I'm not really sure actually -> HomeworkFollowup
Choice 6: I appreciated the fact that you understood my mood -> HomeworkFollowup
Choice 7: I was glad you knew how I was feeling -> HomeworkFollowup

State: PositiveNegativeFollowup
Agent: I'm sorry to hear that, could you tell me what it is so I can try to avoid doing that in the future
Menu:
   Choice 1: Talking about depression -> HomeworkFollowup
   Choice 2: Talking about therapy -> HomeworkFollowup
   Choice 3: Talking about myself -> HomeworkFollowup
   Choice 4: I didn't like being asked how I was doing all the time -> AskedFollowup
   Choice 5: Occasionally you told me how I seemed to be feeling -> FeelingFollowup
   Choice 6: I wouldn't say I was upset, but I didn't exactly enjoy talking about depression -> HomeworkFollowup
   Choice 7: I'm not really sure actually -> HomeworkFollowup

State: NegativeNegativeFollowup
Agent: I'm sorry to hear that, could you tell me what it is so I can try to avoid doing that in the future
Menu:
   Choice 1: Talking about depression -> HomeworkFollowup
   Choice 2: Talking about therapy -> HomeworkFollowup
   Choice 3: Talking about myself -> HomeworkFollowup
   Choice 4: Being asked constantly about how I'm feeling -> AskedFollowup
   Choice 5: I didn't like it when you told me how I seemed to be feeling. -> FeelingFollowup
   Choice 6: Your reactions to my responses -> HomeworkFollowup
   Choice 7: I'm not really sure actually -> HomeworkFollowup

State: AskedFollowup
Agent: I'm sorry to hear that. Can you tell me why it upset you?
Menu:
   Choice 1: I felt like I was being analyzed -> HomeworkFollowup
   Choice 2: I felt like you didn't really know how I was feeling -> HomeworkFollowup
   Choice 3: I felt like I was being put on the spot -> HomeworkFollowup
   Choice 4: I don't know, it just did -> HomeworkFollowup
State: FeelingFollowup
Agent: I'm sorry that upset you. Can you tell me why it upset you?

Menu:
Choice 1: Mainly because you kept getting my mood wrong -> HomeworkFollowup
Choice 2: I felt like was being analyzed -> HomeworkFollowup
Choice 3: I just felt like I was being put on the spot -> HomeworkFollowup
Choice 4: I don't know, it just did -> HomeworkFollowup

State: HomeworkFollowup
Agent: Ok, thanks for sharing that with me. Last session we had also discussed tracking your thoughts and feelings. Did you get a chance to do this?

Menu:
Choice 1: Yes -> YesHomework
Choice 2: No -> NoHomework

State: NoHomework
Agent: Was there any reason why you didn't track them?

Menu:
Choice 1: I didn't have the time -> NoHomeworkTime
Choice 2: I wasn't interested in doing the activity -> NoHomeworkInterest
Choice 3: I'm not sure -> NoHomeworkGeneric

State: NoHomeworkTime
Agent: I understand. I know it can be time consuming but these tasks can really help to make you feel better in the long run.

Engine: Performing internal calculations

State: NoHomeworkInterest
Agent: I understand some of these activities can be boring, but they can really help to making you feel better in the long run.

Engine: Performing internal calculations

State: NoHomeworkGeneric
Agent: Ok. Well it would be great if you could try and complete these tasks in the future. I know they can feel like a hassle but they can greatly help in making you feel better in the long run.

Engine: Performing internal calculations

State:NoFollowup
Agent: Looking at the connection between your thoughts and feelings is a key component to learning how to feel better.

Menu:
- Choice 1: Ok -> Performing internal calculations

State:YesHomework
Agent: That's great! What did you think about the tracking?

Menu:
- Choice 1: I enjoyed doing it -> HomeworkGood
- Choice 2: It made me kinda sad -> HomeworkBad
- Choice 3: It was ok -> Performing internal calculations

State:HomeworkGood
Agent: I am really glad to hear that. Was there a particular aspect of the homework you enjoyed the most? Feel free to select more than one choice.

Checkbox:

Prompt: What aspects of the homework did you enjoy?
- Option 1: I liked reflecting on my own thoughts and feelings
- Option 2: It was interesting to see the patterns in my feelings to understand my own moods better
- Option 3: Because I knew it would be good for me in the long term
- Option 4: I liked setting aside some time to reflect on my thoughts
- Option 5: I just enjoyed the writing since I don't normally write very much
- Option 6: It helped me understand my feelings and how to share them
- Option 7: I'm not sure of anything specific

Action: Performing internal calculations

State:HomeworkBad
Agent: I'm sorry to hear that. Was there anything specific that upset you during the homework? Feel free to select more than one choice.

Checkbox:
Prompt: What aspects of the homework upset you?

Option 1: Thinking about my feelings all the time
Option 2: Feeling as if I was overthinking things
Option 3: I found it boring
Option 4: I found it tiring
Option 5: I found it hard to write about myself
Option 6: I'm not sure of anything specific

Action: Performing internal calculations

Script 18: Session3 AutomaticThoughts

State: AT

Agent: So now let's get to today's topic, how to better identify your automatic thoughts and how to determine whether they are accurate.

Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> AT1
Choice 2: Right -> AT1

State: AT1

Agent: Up until this point, we have focused on identifying the situation when you are upset, the emotions you feel in those situations, and the thoughts you have that are unhelpful or inaccurate.

Menu:

Choice 1: Right -> AT2
Choice 2: Go on -> AT2

State: AT2

Agent: Once you have determined that a thought is not helpful, it actually becomes easier to identify thoughts that are more accurate or positive. For example, the thought, I am stupid because I failed the test, can be substituted with the thought, although I did poorly on that test, I am smart and I know what to do to prepare for the next test.

Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> AT3
Choice 2: Go on -> AT3

State: AT3

Agent: The best way to learn how to identify accurate and helpful thoughts is to begin by writing down unhelpful thoughts, such as distortions or negative evaluations. Once we have gotten those out of the way, we can begin to write more helpful responses to the situation.
Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> AT4
Choice 2: Go on -> AT4

State: AT4
Agent: To help with this, I have a short list of questions that I often use to help identify automatic thoughts. Feel free to take a minute to look them over.

Whiteboard Display:

Action: Performing internal calculations

State: AT5
Agent: Engine Generated Response

Whiteboard Display:

Action: Performing internal calculations

State: QuestionsHelpful
Agent: Ok. If you ever get stuck, here are some more questions you can think about to identify your thoughts. Also, you can always come back to me to see these lists again.

Whiteboard Display:

Action: Performing internal calculations

State: QuestionsMore
Agent: Ok. If you ever get stuck, here are some more questions you can think about to identify your thoughts. Also, you can always come back to me to see these lists again.

Whiteboard Display:

Action: Performing internal calculations

State: QuestionsProblem
Agent: Ok. If you ever get stuck, here are some more questions you can think about to identify your thoughts. Also, you can always come back to me to see these lists again.

Whiteboard Display:

Action: Performing internal calculations
Welcome back for our third session. Before we begin today's session I would like you to fill out two quick questionnaires.

Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> PHQ-8
Choice 2: Ok (Debugging Only - Skip Questionnaires) -> Followup

Agent: Thanks, I have one more questionnaire for you to fill out.

Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> StateAnxiety
Choice 2: Ok -> StateAnxiety

Agent: Thanks for filling those out. So how are you doing today?

Menu:

Choice 1: I'm doing great -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 2: I'm doing ok -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 3: Not so great -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 4: I'm pretty down -> Performing internal calculations

Agent: That's great to hear!
Engine: Performing internal calculations

State: BadEmotion
Agent: I'm sorry to hear that, hopefully you will feel a bit better after our talk today.
Engine: Performing internal calculations

State: BetterEmotion
Agent: Oh, you seemed to be doing pretty good based on your questionnaires, is everything ok?
Menu:
  Choice 1: Not really -> BadEmotion
  Choice 2: Actually, I'm doing ok. -> GoodEmotion

State: WorseEmotion
Agent: Oh, I noticed that you seemed a bit down based on your responses to the questionnaires, is everything ok?
Menu:
  Choice 1: Yeah -> NeutralContinue
  Choice 2: Actually, I am a bit down -> BadEmotion
Script 20: Session3 Homework
State: Homework
Agent: So, I would like you to continue to track your thoughts throughout the week to try and identify potential distortions in your thinking.

Engine: Performing internal calculations
Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> Homework1a

State: Homework1a
Agent: Whenever you find yourself feeling down or doing something you wish you hadn't done, just write down the situation you were in, what you were feeling, and what your thoughts were.

Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> Homework1b

State: Homework1b
Agent: Once you have done that, I want you to look over the situation and decide whether it counts as one of the cognitive distortions we talked about. Try to use the questions we discussed today to help you think about these distortions.

Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> Homework2

State: Homework2
Agent: By writing these down, we can try to identify some of your common thought distortions. Expand upon the chart we used earlier by adding evidence for and against your thoughts, and a more beneficial thought that could have helped get you through the situation.

Whiteboard Display:

Action: Performing internal calculations

State: Homework3
Agent: Engine Generated Response

Menu:

Choice 1: Bye! -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 2: See you then! -> Performing internal calculations
Script 21: Session3 HomeworkPractice
State: Practice
Agent: So I would really like to take a few minutes to talk about a thought you had over the last week. Take a moment to think about one and let me know when you're ready.
Menu:
Choice 1: I'm ready -> GetThought
Choice 2: What kind of thought? -> WhatThought
State: WhatThought
Agent: Any kind of thought, good or bad, that you have had over the last week and would like to think about a bit more critically.
Menu:
Choice 1: Ok, I have a thought ready -> GetThought
State: GetThought
Agent: Ok, so what was your thought?
Text Prompt:
Prompt: What was your thought?
Action: Performing internal calculations
State: WhereThought
Agent: And where were you when you had this thought?
Menu:
Choice 1: At school -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 2: At work -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 3: Outside -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 4: At home -> Performing internal calculations
State: GetDay
Agent: On what day?
Menu:
Choice 1: Monday -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 2: Tuesday -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 3: Wednesday -> Performing internal calculations
State: GetDay
Agent: On what day?
Menu:
Choice 1: Monday -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 2: Tuesday -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 3: Wednesday -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 4: Thursday -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 5: Friday -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 6: Saturday -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 7: Sunday -> Performing internal calculations

State: GetActivity
Agent: And what were you doing at this time?
Text Prompt:
Prompt: What were you doing?
Action: Performing internal calculations

State: GetFeeling
Agent: And how did that make you feel?
Menu:
Choice 1: Angry -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 2: Disgusted -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 3: Fearful -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 4: Happy -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 5: Sad -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 6: Surprised -> Performing internal calculations

State: AskDistortion
Agent: So thinking over this situation, do you think you may have had a cognitive distortion related to your thought?

Menu:

Choice 1: Yes -> GetDistortion
Choice 2: No -> NoDistortion

State:NoDistortion

Agent: Can you think of another situation that you think may have had a distortion?

Menu:

Choice 1: Yes -> GetThought
Choice 2: No -> NoDistortionFollowup

State:NoDistortionFollowup

Agent: That's fine, I know this can be difficult at first, but after some practice it should become easier. In the mean time, let's look at we have for now.

Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> Performing internal calculations

State:GetDistortion

Agent: What was the distortion you think you had?

Menu:

Choice 1: Overgeneralizing -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 2: Mental filtering -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 3: Mind Reading -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 4: Discounting the positives -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 5: Catastrophizing -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 6: All-or-Nothing thinking -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 7: Should Statements -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 8: Labeling and Mislableing -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 9: Not sure -> Performing internal calculations

State:PreChart

Agent: Great, I know that it can be hard to see these distortions when you are in a situation like this, but if you keep taking note of them it will become easier to identify these distortions. So now let's take a moment to see what these notes would look like in a chart.
Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> ShowChart

State: ShowChart
Agent: Here is what your chart might look like.

Whiteboard Display:

Action: Performing internal calculations

State: ChartFollowup
Agent: As we discussed last time, by writing them out like this, we can start to try and find relationships between our thoughts, feelings, and actions.

Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> Performing internal calculations
Agent: So today I want to talk a bit more about the connections between our thoughts and behaviors. As we have discussed, your thoughts can affect how you feel and act in certain situations. Today we are going to examine our patterns of thought and then explore some of the areas we can change.

Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> Review1

State: Review1

Agent: Before we dive into that however, I would like us to talk a bit about some of the activities we discussed during our last meeting.

Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> Review2
Choice 2: Which activities? -> Review2

State: Review2

Agent: Last time we talked about tracking your thoughts and feelings in certain situations, and identifying the possible distortions related to your feelings. Did you get a chance to write up a description of any of these situations?

Menu:

Choice 1: Yes -> YesHomework
Choice 2: No -> NoHomework

State: NoHomework

Agent: Was there any reason why you didn't track them?

Menu:

Choice 1: I didn't have the time -> NoHomeworkTime
Choice 2: I wasn't interested in doing the activity -> NoHomeworkInterest
Choice 3: I'm not sure -> NoHomeworkGeneric

State: NoHomeworkTime

Agent: I understand. I know it can be time consuming but these tasks can really help to make you feel better in the long run.

Engine: Performing internal calculations

State: NoHomeworkInterest

Agent: I understand some of these activities can be boring, but they can really help to making you feel better in the long run.
Agent: Ok. Well it would be great if you could try and complete these tasks in the future. I know they can feel like a hassle but they can greatly help in making you feel better in the long run.

Agent: Looking at the connection between your thoughts and feelings is a key component to learning how to feel better.

Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> Performing internal calculations

Agent: That's great! What did you think about the tracking?

Menu:

Choice 1: I enjoyed doing it -> HomeworkGood
Choice 2: I didn't like it but I know it is important -> HomeworkImportant
Choice 3: It was fine but it didn't feel useful -> HomeworkUseful
Choice 4: It made me kinda sad -> HomeworkSad
Choice 5: It was ok -> HomeworkOk

Agent: That's great hear. I'm glad you're enjoying it.

Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> Performing internal calculations

Agent: I'm sorry to hear that you're not enjoying it, but you are right, in the long run, it can have a really positive impact.

Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> Performing internal calculations

Agent: I'm not sure what to do next.
Agent: That's completely reasonable. You probably won't feel the effects immediately, but, over a long period it will have a really positive effect.

Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> Performing internal calculations

State: Homework Sad

Agent: Sorry to hear that. I know it can be difficult to spend a lot of time reflecting on these issues. In the long run though, it can have really positive effects.

Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> Performing internal calculations

State: Homework Ok

Agent: OK, but remember, keeping track of your feelings and thoughts can help a lot in the long run.

Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> Performing internal calculations
Hi! Welcome back for our fourth session. Before we begin today's session I would like you to fill out two quick questionnaires.

Engine: Performing internal calculations

Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> PHQ-8
Choice 2: Ok (Debugging Only - Skip Questionnaires) -> Followup

Agent: Thanks, I have one more questionnaire for you to fill out.

Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> StateAnxiety
Choice 2: Ok -> StateAnxiety

Agent: Thanks for filling those out.

Engine: Performing internal calculations

State:NeutralContinue

Agent: Ok

Engine: Performing internal calculations

State:GoodEmotion

Agent: That's great to hear!
Engine: Performing internal calculations

State: BadEmotion
Agent: I'm sorry to hear that, hopefully you will feel a bit better after our talk today.
Engine: Performing internal calculations

State: BetterEmotion
Agent: Oh, you seemed to be doing pretty good based on your questionnaires, is everything ok?
Menu:
    Choice 1: Not really -> BadEmotion
    Choice 2: Actually, I'm doing ok. -> GoodEmotion

State: WorseEmotion
Agent: Oh, I noticed that you seemed a bit down based on your responses to the questionnaires, is everything ok?
Menu:
    Choice 1: Yah -> NeutralContinue
    Choice 2: Actually, I am a bit down -> BadEmotion
Agent: So let's get to today's topic, the importance of fun. I know that being depressed can make it seem like it is impossible to have fun, but often times we overlook simple activities we can do to make our lives more enjoyable.

Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> Fun1
Choice 2: Sure -> Fun1
Choice 3: I don't even know if I can have fun anymore -> Fun1

Agent: While it may seem impossible to have fun, engaging in pleasant activities is very important for our emotional health. Our moods are often best when we have a balance between the things we have to do and the things we want to do.

Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> Fun2

Agent: Since we often have more control over the things we have to do, it is important to keep them in mind and do them. Once you have done that, it is also important to do activities that can be fun. This doesn't require a special event, pleasant activities can be as simple as reading a good book, watching some funny videos, going for a nice walk or calling up a friend.

Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> Fun3

Agent: To help you try and schedule more pleasant activities in your life, I would like to take a minute to try and identify some activities you might enjoy doing. Here is a brief list of activities that might interest you.

Whiteboard Display:

Action: Performing internal calculations

Agent: Great! Now, the trick is to try and engage in these activities. Often times, people with depression have problems doing these activities because of a few distorted thoughts. Some of these thoughts may be: I am boring. people do not really like me. I do not want to be a burden to others. I have no energy today. or I will not have fun anyway. It is important to overcome them by either focusing on how beneficial the activity will be or by checking whether they are actually correct. You may reflect on these thoughts using some of the tools we have discussed together like the list of cognitive distortions or the questions we discussed last time.

Menu:
State: Other
Agent: Other times, people are afraid to reach out to other people because they feel as if they are boring or a burdens to them. However, by isolating yourself, you can end up feeling more depressed and hopeless. Try to push yourself to interact more with the people in your life. Even if you feel like it doesn't work out right away, try your best to keep at it. Making these social connections will ultimately help you in the long run.

Menu:
Choice 1: Ok -> Fun5
Choice 2: Sure... -> Fun5
Choice 3: Are there any other reasons? -> Fun5

State: Fun5
Agent: Procrastination can often play a big role in limiting the amount of fun we let ourselves have. By constantly delaying the things we have to get done in our life, we may feel overwhelmed due to them piling up on us unexpectedly, which may lead to us feeling even more burned out. Sometimes doing something as simple as changing the order in which you do events can make you feel a lot better. By doing something as simple as going to the gym or watching a movie before doing work, one can gain the clarity and energy you need the rest of your activities done better and faster.

Menu:
Choice 1: Ok -> Fun6

State: Fun6
Agent: Finally, I want to quickly touch on the importance of sleep. Often times we sacrifice our sleeping schedule to get other tasks done. While this may seem effective in the short term, a regular sleep schedule can greatly improve your overall health and help you accomplish your daily tasks better.

Menu:
Choice 1: Ok -> Performing internal calculations
Agent: So, this week I want you to continue to track your thoughts to try and identify potential distortions in your thinking. Next week we will continue to talk about these topics.

Engine: Performing internal calculations

Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> Homework2
Choice 2: How should I track my thoughts? -> HomeworkRemind

State: HomeworkRemind

Agent: Like we discussed earlier, it can be helpful to write these down to try and find common thought distortions and ways to reframe your thoughts. Try to write them down in a chart similar to this.

Whiteboard Display:

Action: Performing internal calculations

State: Homework2

Agent: Also, I want you to try and schedule at least one pleasant activity into your schedule. Take a few seconds to look over this list and select the activities you think you might want to do over the next week.

Checkbox:

Prompt: What activities do you want to try and schedule?

Option 1: Cook or treating yourself to a nice meal
Option 2: Watch a movie or playing some games at home
Option 3: Go to the gym or taking a walk
Option 4: Hanging out or calling your friends
Option 5: Visit local museums
Option 6: Go to a concert
Option 7: Talk to or visiting your family
Option 8: Watch a funny videos on youtube
Option 9: Do a craft activity
Option 10: Play a musical instrument

Action: Performing internal calculations

State: PleaseSelect
Agent: I know it may seem like a burden to commit to doing these activities, but as we discussed, incorporating pleasant activities into your schedule can greatly help. Try to select at least one activity.

Checkbox:

Prompt: What activities do you want to try and schedule?

Option 1: Cook or treating yourself to a nice meal
Option 2: Watch a movie or playing some games at home
Option 3: Go to the gym or taking a walk
Option 4: Hanging out or calling your friends
Option 5: Visit local museums
Option 6: Go to a concert
Option 7: Talk to or visiting your family
Option 8: Watch a funny videos on youtube
Option 9: Do a craft activity
Option 10: Play a musical instrument

Action: Performing internal calculations

State: Homework3

Agent: Engine Generated Response

Menu:

Choice 1: Bye! -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 2: See you then! -> Performing internal calculations
Agent: So, like we did last time, I would really like to take a few minutes to talk about a thought you had over the last week. Take a moment to think about one and let me know when you’re ready.

Menu:

Choice 1: I'm ready -> GetThought
Choice 2: What kind of thought? -> WhatThought

Agent: Any kind of thought, good or bad, that you have had over the last week and would like to think about a bit more critically.

Menu:

Choice 1: Ok, I have a thought ready -> GetThought

Agent: Ok, so what was your thought?

Prompt: What was your thought?
Action: Performing internal calculations

Agent: And where were you when you had this thought?

Menu:

Choice 1: At school -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 2: At work -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 3: Outside -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 4: At home -> Performing internal calculations

Agent: On what day?

Menu:

Choice 1: Monday -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 2: Tuesday -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 3: Wednesday -> Performing internal calculations
State:GetDay

Agent: On what day?

Menu:

Choice 1: Monday - Performing internal calculations
Choice 2: Tuesday - Performing internal calculations
Choice 3: Wednesday - Performing internal calculations
Choice 4: Thursday - Performing internal calculations
Choice 5: Friday - Performing internal calculations
Choice 6: Saturday - Performing internal calculations
Choice 7: Sunday - Performing internal calculations

State:GetActivity

Agent: And what were you doing at this time?

Text Prompt:

Prompt: What were you doing?

Action: Performing internal calculations

State:GetFeeling

Agent: And how did that make you feel?

Menu:

Choice 1: Angry - Performing internal calculations
Choice 2: Disgusted - Performing internal calculations
Choice 3: Fearful - Performing internal calculations
Choice 4: Happy - Performing internal calculations
Choice 5: Sad - Performing internal calculations
Choice 6: Surprised - Performing internal calculations

State:GetEvidence
Agent: Ok, let's try to take a critical look at this situation, what evidence do you have to support this thought?

Text Prompt:

Prompt: What evidence do you have to support your thought?
Action: Performing internal calculations

State: GetEvidenceAgainst

Agent: And now let's look at it in the opposite direction, what evidence do you have against this thought?

Text Prompt:

Prompt: What evidence do you have against this thought?
Action: Performing internal calculations

State: AskDistortion

Agent: So thinking over this situation, do you think you may have had a cognitive distortion related to your thought?

Menu:

Choice 1: Yes -> GetDistortion
Choice 2: No -> NoDistortion

State: NoDistortion

Agent: Can you think of another situation that you think may have had a distortion?

Menu:

Choice 1: Yes -> GetThought
Choice 2: No -> NoDistortionFollowup

State: NoDistortionFollowup

Agent: That's fine, I know this can be difficult at first, but after some practice it should become easier. In the mean time, let's look at what we have for now.

Whiteboard Display:

Action: Performing internal calculations

State: GetDistortion

Agent: What was the distortion you think you had?

Menu:

Choice 1: Overgeneralizing -> Performing internal calculations
State: OtherThought
Agent: Now, I want you to take a minute to think over this situation. Can you think of a better thought that could have helped you get through this situation?

Whiteboard Display:
Action: Performing internal calculations

State: NoOther
Agent: That's fine, it is not an easy process to find alternative viewpoints to certain situation, but with a bit of practice I'm sure you will be able to.

Menu:
Choice 1: Ok -> Performing internal calculations

State: GetOtherThought
Agent: What was that thought?

Text Prompt:
Prompt: What was the other thought you could have had?
Action: Performing internal calculations

State: GetNewFeeling
Agent: With this new thought in mind, how do you think you would feel about the situation.

Menu:
Choice 1: Angry -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 2: Disgusted -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 3: Fearful -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 4: Happy –> Performing internal calculations
Choice 5: Sad –> Performing internal calculations
Choice 6: Surprised –> Performing internal calculations

State: ShowChart
Agent: Great, now let's take a look at all of this put together.
Whiteboard Display:
  Action: Performing internal calculations

State: ChartFollowup
Agent: As we discussed last time, by writing them out like this, we can start to try and find relationships between our thoughts, feelings, and actions. Also by taking a more critical view of these situations, we can try and learn better ways to think about them in the future.

Menu:
  Choice 1: Ok –> Performing internal calculations
Agent: So today I want to switch topics a bit and talk about the importance of having fun. I know that may seem impossible at times, but together we can try to figure out a plan on how to bring some more joy into your life.

Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> Review1

State: Review1

Agent: Before we dive into that however, I would like us to talk a bit about some of the activities we discussed during our last meeting.

Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> Review2
Choice 2: Which activities? -> Review2

State: Review2

Agent: Last time we talked about trying to track your thoughts and feelings in certain situations, and the possible distortions related to them. Did you get a chance to write down any of these situations?

Menu:

Choice 1: Yes -> YesHomework
Choice 2: No -> NoHomework

State: NoHomework

Agent: Was there any reason why you didn't track them?

Menu:

Choice 1: I didn't have the time -> NoHomeworkTime
Choice 2: I wasn't interested in doing the activity -> NoHomeworkInterest
Choice 3: I'm not sure -> NoHomeworkGeneric

State: NoHomeworkTime

Agent: I understand. I know it can be time consuming but these tasks can really help to make you feel better in the long run.

Engine: Performing internal calculations

State: NoHomeworkInterest

Agent: I understand some of these activities can be boring, but they can really help to making you feel better in the long run.
Agent: Ok. Well it would be great if you could try and complete these tasks in the future. I know they can feel like a hassle but they can greatly help in making you feel better in the long run.

Agent: Looking at the connection between your thoughts and feelings is a key component to learning how to feel better.

Menu:
Choice 1: Ok -> AskQuestion

Agent: That's great! What did you think about the tracking?

Menu:
Choice 1: I enjoyed doing it -> HomeworkGood
Choice 2: I didn't like it but I know it is important -> HomeworkImportant
Choice 3: It was fine but it didn't feel useful -> HomeworkUseful
Choice 4: It made me kinda sad -> HomeworkSad
Choice 5: It was ok -> HomeworkOk

Agent: That's great to hear. I'm glad you're enjoying it.

Menu:
Choice 1: Ok -> AskQuestion

Agent: I'm sorry to hear that you're not enjoying it, but you are right, in the long run, it can have a really positive impact.

Menu:
Choice 1: Ok -> AskQuestion
Agent: That's completely reasonable. You probably won't feel the effects immediately, but, over a long period it will have a really positive effect.

Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> AskQuestion

State: HomeworkSad

Agent: Sorry to hear that. I know it can be difficult to spend a lot of time reflecting on these issues. In the long run though, it can have really positive effects.

Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> AskQuestion

State: HomeworkOk

Agent: OK, but remember, keeping track of your feelings and thoughts can help a lot in the long run.

Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> AskQuestion

State: AskQuestion

Agent: Did you try to use the questions we had discussed last time to help identify these thoughts.

Menu:

Choice 1: Yes -> YesQuestion
Choice 2: I forgot about them -> ForgotQuestion
Choice 3: No -> NoQuestion

State: YesQuestion

Agent: Great! Did you find them useful?

Menu:

Choice 1: Yes I did -> LikeQuestion
Choice 2: Kinda -> DislikeQuestion
Choice 3: Not really -> DislikeQuestion
Choice 4: No -> DislikeQuestion

State: LikeQuestion

Agent: That's great to hear! You should keep using them for as long as they feel helpful.
Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> Performing internal calculations

State: ForgotQuestion
Agent: That's fine, after today's session feel free to come back and talk to me again. We can review the questions to hopefully help you better identify these thoughts.

Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> Performing internal calculations

State: NoQuestion
Agent: Oh, was there any reason why?

Menu:

Choice 1: I'm not sure why -> UnsureQuestion
Choice 2: They don't seem very helpful -> DislikeQuestion

State: UnsureQuestion
Agent: That's ok. If you want, we can review them again during the week if you come back to talk to me. I know they can seem weird, but I highly recommend that you try them once or twice. A lot of people I talk to find them very helpful.

Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> Performing internal calculations

State: DislikeQuestion
Agent: I know they can seem weird, but I highly recommend that you try them a few times. A lot of people I talk to find them very helpful.

Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> Performing internal calculations
Agent: <camera zoom=".8"/> Hi! Welcome back for our final session. Before we begin today's session I would like you to fill out two quick questionnaires.

Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> PHQ-8
Choice 2: Ok (Debugging Only - Skip Questionnaires) -> Followup

Agent: Thanks, I have one more questionnaire for you to fill out.

Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> StateAnxiety
Choice 2: Ok -> StateAnxiety

Agent: Thanks for filling those out.

Engine: Performing internal calculations

State:NeutralContinue
Agent: Ok
Engine: Performing internal calculations

State:GoodEmotion
Agent: That's great to hear!
Agent: I'm sorry to hear that, hopefully you will feel a bit better after our talk today.

Agent: Oh, you seemed to be doing pretty good based on your questionnaires, is everything ok?

Menu:

Choice 1: Not really -> BadEmotion
Choice 2: Actually, I'm doing ok. -> GoodEmotion

Agent: Oh, I noticed that you seemed a bit down based on your responses to the questionnaires, is everything ok?

Menu:

Choice 1: Yah -> NeutralContinue
Choice 2: Actually, I am a bit down -> BadEmotion
Script 29: Session5 HomeworkPractice

State: Practice

Agent: So, like we did last time, I would really like to take a few minutes to talk about a thought you had over the last week. Take a moment to think about one and let me know when you're ready.

Menu:
  Choice 1: I'm ready -> GetThought
  Choice 2: What kind of thought? -> WhatThought

State: WhatThought

Agent: Any kind of thought, good or bad, that you have had over the last week and would like to think about a bit more critically.

Menu:
  Choice 1: Ok, I have a thought ready -> GetThought

State: GetThought

Agent: Ok, so what was your thought?

Text Prompt:
  Prompt: What was your thought?
  Action: Performing internal calculations

State: WhereThought

Agent: And where were you when you had this thought?

Menu:
  Choice 1: At school -> Performing internal calculations
  Choice 2: At work -> Performing internal calculations
  Choice 3: Outside -> Performing internal calculations
  Choice 4: At home -> Performing internal calculations

State: GetDay

Agent: On what day?

Menu:
  Choice 1: Monday -> Performing internal calculations
  Choice 2: Tuesday -> Performing internal calculations
  Choice 3: Wednesday -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 4: Thursday -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 5: Friday -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 6: Saturday -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 7: Sunday -> Performing internal calculations

State:GetDay
Agent: On what day?
Menu:
Choice 1: Monday -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 2: Tuesday -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 3: Wednesday -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 4: Thursday -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 5: Friday -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 6: Saturday -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 7: Sunday -> Performing internal calculations

State:GetActivity
Agent: And what were you doing at this time?
Text Prompt:
Prompt: What were you doing?
Action: Performing internal calculations

State:GetFeeling
Agent: And how did that make you feel?
Menu:
Choice 1: Angry -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 2: Disgusted -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 3: Fearful -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 4: Happy -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 5: Sad -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 6: Surprised -> Performing internal calculations

State:GetEvidence
Agent: Ok, let's try to take a critical look at this situation, what evidence do you have to support this thought?

Text Prompt:

  Prompt: What evidence do you have to support your thought?

  Action: Performing internal calculations

State: GetEvidenceAgainst

Agent: And now let's look at it in the opposite direction, what evidence do you have against this thought?

Text Prompt:

  Prompt: What evidence do you have against this thought?

  Action: Performing internal calculations

State: AskDistortion

Agent: So thinking over this situation, do you think you may have had a cognitive distortion related to your thought?

Menu:

  Choice 1: Yes -> GetDistortion
  Choice 2: No -> NoDistortion

State: NoDistortion

Agent: Can you think of another situation that you think may have had a distortion?

Menu:

  Choice 1: Yes -> GetThought
  Choice 2: No -> NoDistortionFollowup

State: NoDistortionFollowup

Agent: That's fine, I know this can be difficult at first, but after some practice it should become easier. In the mean time, let's look at we have for now.

Whiteboard Display:

  Action: Performing internal calculations

State: GetDistortion

Agent: What was the distortion you think you had?

Menu:

  Choice 1: Overgeneralizing -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 2: Mental filtering -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 3: Mind Reading -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 4: Discounting the positives -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 5: Catastrophizing -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 6: All-or-Nothing thinking -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 7: Should Statements -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 8: Labeling and Mislabeling -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 9: Not sure -> Performing internal calculations

State: OtherThought
Agent: Now, I want you to take a minute to think over this situation. Can you think of a better thought that could have helped you get through this situation?

Whiteboard Display:
   Action: Performing internal calculations

State: NoOther
Agent: That's fine, it is not an easy process to find alternative viewpoints to certain situation, but with a bit of practice I'm sure you will be able to.

Menu:
   Choice 1: Ok -> Performing internal calculations

State: GetOtherThought
Agent: What was that thought?

Text Prompt:
   Prompt: What was the other thought you could have had?
   Action: Performing internal calculations

State: GetNewFeeling
Agent: With this new thought in mind, how do you think you would feel about the situation.

Menu:
   Choice 1: Angry -> Performing internal calculations
   Choice 2: Disgusted -> Performing internal calculations
   Choice 3: Fearful -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 4: Happy -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 5: Sad -> Performing internal calculations
Choice 6: Surprised -> Performing internal calculations

State: ShowChart
Agent: Great, now let's take a look at all of this put together.

Whiteboard Display:
Action: Performing internal calculations

State: ChartFollowup
Agent: As we discussed last time, by writing them out like this, we can start to try and find relationships between our thoughts, feelings, and actions. Also by taking a more critical view of these situations, we can try and learn better ways to think about them in the future.

Menu:
Choice 1: Ok -> Performing internal calculations
Agent: So as I mentioned earlier, Today I want to show you a relaxation technique which will help reduce your anxiety.

Menu:
Choice 1: Ok -> Intro2

State: Intro2

Agent: As you may have noticed, your breathing patterns change based on how you feel.

Menu:
Choice 1: Yes, I've noticed -> Intro3
Choice 2: I guess -> Intro3
Choice 3: Sure -> Intro3

State: Intro3

Agent: When you are anxious, you breathe more rapidly, whereas when you are relaxed you breathe more regularly. By learning to control your breathing, you can help yourself to relax when you are feeling stressed out.

Menu:
Choice 1: Sounds good -> Calm
Choice 2: How? -> Calm

State: Calm

Agent: To learn to control your breathing, I would like to go over a technique called calm breathing. Calm breathing teaches us how to regulate our breathing patterns to relax ourselves. It won't take us very long to go over, and should be a useful tool to help you feel better.

Menu:
Choice 1: Ok -> Calm2
Choice 2: So how do you do it? -> Calm2

State: Calm2

Agent: To do a calm breathing, you should take a slow breath through your nose and count to five in your head. Once you have counted to five, hold your breath for a few seconds and then slowly breathe out through your mouth. Why don't you try one now, slowly breathe in, hold your breath for a few seconds, and then slowly breathe out.

Menu:
Choice 1: That was easy -> Calm3
Choice 2: Is that it? -> Calm3
State:Calm3

Agent: When you are feeling anxious, just do 6 to 8 of those breaths in a row. Be sure to breathe regularly for a few seconds between each so you don't exhaust yourself.

Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> Performing internal calculations
Agent: So today I want to talk to you a bit about the importance of relaxation, and a few techniques you can use to calm down. I know it can be hard to relax sometimes, but the techniques I will be talking with you about today should help.

Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> Review1

Agent: Before we dive into that however, I would like us to talk a bit about some of the activities we discussed during our last meeting.

Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> Review2
Choice 2: Which activities? -> Review2

Agent: Last time we talked, we discussed trying to incorporate a few pleasant activities into your life. Did you get a chance to do any of the activities we agreed upon?

Menu:

Choice 1: Yes -> YesActivity
Choice 2: No -> NoActivity

Agent: I know it may seem like a burden to commit to doing these activities, but as we discussed, incorporating pleasant activities into your schedule can greatly help. I highly encourage you to try and incorporate some of these activities into your weekly routine in the future.

Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> CheckHomework

Agent: Great! How did they go?

Menu:

Choice 1: I really enjoyed doing them! -> ActivityGood
Choice 2: They were ok -> ActivityNeutral
Choice 3: They made me feel worse -> ActivityBad
State: ActivityGood
Agent: That's great to hear. Incorporating a few positive activities into your weekly can greatly help with how you feel. If you get a chance, you should try to incorporate more of these activities into your schedule or try some new ones next week.

Menu:
Choice 1: Ok -> CheckHomework

State: ActivityNeutral
Agent: Good to hear. Incorporating a few positive activities into your weekly schedule can greatly help with how you feel. If you get a chance, you should try to incorporate some more pleasant activities into your schedule next week.

Menu:
Choice 1: Ok -> CheckHomework

State: ActivityBad
Agent: I'm sorry to hear that. Incorporating a few positive activities into your weekly can greatly help with how you feel, but it may take some time to find the activity that is right for you. If you get a chance, try to incorporate a few different activities into your schedule next week to see how they work out.

Menu:
Choice 1: Ok -> CheckHomework

State: CheckHomework
Agent: Last session we also talked about trying to continue to track situations in which you may have had thought distortions. Did you get a chance to write down any of these situations?

Menu:
Choice 1: Yes -> YesHomework
Choice 2: No -> NoHomework

State: NoHomework
Agent: Was there any reason why you didn't track them?

Menu:
Choice 1: I didn't have the time -> NoHomeworkTime
Choice 2: I wasn't interested in doing the activity -> NoHomeworkInterest
Choice 3: I'm not sure -> NoHomeworkGeneric

State: NoHomeworkTime
Agent: I understand. I know it can be time consuming but these tasks can really help to make you feel better in the long run.

Engine: Performing internal calculations

State: NoHomeworkInterest
Agent: I understand some of these activities can be boring, but they can really help to making you feel better in the long run.

Engine: Performing internal calculations

State: NoHomeworkGeneric
Agent: Ok. Well it would be great if you could try and complete these tasks in the future. I know they can feel like a hassle but they can greatly help in making you feel better in the long run.

Engine: Performing internal calculations

State: NoFollowup
Agent: Looking at the connection between your thoughts and feelings is a key component to learning how to feel better.

Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> AskQuestion

State: YesHomework
Agent: That's great! What did you think about the tracking?

Menu:

Choice 1: I enjoyed doing it -> HomeworkGood
Choice 2: I didn't like it but I know it is important -> HomeworkImportant
Choice 3: It was fine but it didn't feel useful -> HomeworkUseful
Choice 4: It made me kinda sad -> HomeworkSad
Choice 5: It was ok -> HomeworkOk

State: HomeworkGood
Agent: That's great to hear. I'm glad you're enjoying it.

Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> AskQuestion

State: HomeworkImportant
Agent: I'm sorry to hear that you're not enjoying it, but you are right, in the long run, it can have a really positive impact.
State: HomeworkUseful
Agent: That's completely reasonable. You probably won't feel the effects immediately, but, over a long period it will have a really positive effect.

Menu:
   Choice 1: Ok -> AskQuestion

State: HomeworkSad
Agent: Sorry to hear that. I know it can be difficult to spend a lot of time reflecting on these issues. In the long run though, it can have really positive effects.

Menu:
   Choice 1: Ok -> AskQuestion

State: HomeworkOk
Agent: OK, but remember, keeping track of your feelings and thoughts can help a lot in the long run.

Menu:
   Choice 1: Ok -> AskQuestion

State: AskQuestion
Agent: Did you try to use the questions we had discussed last time to help identify these thoughts.

Menu:
   Choice 1: Yes -> YesQuestion
   Choice 2: I forgot about them -> ForgotQuestion
   Choice 3: No -> NoQuestion

State: YesQuestion
Agent: Great! Did you find them useful?

Menu:
   Choice 1: Yes I did -> LikeQuestion
   Choice 2: Kinda -> DislikeQuestion
   Choice 3: Not really -> DislikeQuestion
Choice 4: No -> DislikeQuestion

State: LikeQuestion
Agent: That's great to hear! You should keep using them for as long as they feel helpful.
Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> Performing internal calculations

State: ForgotQuestion
Agent: That's fine, after today's session feel free to come back and talk to me again. We can review the questions to hopefully help you better identify these thoughts.
Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> Performing internal calculations

State: NoQuestion
Agent: Oh, was there any reason why?
Menu:

Choice 1: I'm not sure why -> UnsureQuestion
Choice 2: They don't seem very helpful -> DislikeQuestion

State: UnsureQuestion
Agent: That's ok. If you want, we can review them again during the week if you come back to talk to me. I know they can seem weird, but I highly recommend that you try them once or twice. A lot of people I talk to find them very helpful.
Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> Performing internal calculations

State: DislikeQuestion
Agent: I know they can seem weird, but I highly recommend that you try them a few times. A lot of people I talk to find them very helpful.
Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> Performing internal calculations
Agent: So, I would like to review what we have talked about over the last 5 weeks, and to talk a bit about the progress we have made together.

Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> Performing internal calculations

Agent: Based on your questionnaires, you seem to be feeling better than you did when we first met. You should feel proud of what you have accomplished!

Whiteboard Display:

Action: Performing internal calculations

Agent: Based on your questionnaires, it seems like you are still feeling pretty down. I know this can be discouraging, but depression often takes a long time to overcome and the work we did together was important towards ultimately feeling better.

Whiteboard Display:

Action: Performing internal calculations

Agent: To keep getting better, I want you to continue to use the techniques we discussed during our sessions to think about the connections between your thoughts and behaviors. By continuing to use the tools we learnt together, you will start identifying trends in your thinking and ultimately learn how to overcome some of your common thought distortions.

Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> Wrapup3

Agent: Also, I want you to practice the relaxation technique we tried today, and to try and continue to schedule some fun activities into your weekly schedule.

Menu:

Choice 1: Ok -> Wrapup4

Agent: Sadly, you have learnt all you can from me, and this will be our last meeting. It was a pleasure working with you. Feel free to contact the research assistant to let them know you have completed the study.
Whiteboard Display:

    Action: Performing internal calculations

State: End

Agent: Thanks again for working with me. Goodbye!

Menu:

    Choice 1: Bye! -> Performing internal calculations
Script 33: StateAnxiety
State: StateAnxiety1
Questionnaire:
  Prompt: A number of statements which people have used to describe themselves are given below. Read each statement and then select the statement which best indicates how you feel right now.
  Action: Performing internal calculations

State: StateAnxiety2
Questionnaire:
  Prompt: A number of statements which people have used to describe themselves are given below. Read each statement and then select the statement which best indicates how you feel right now.
  Action: Performing internal calculations

State: StateAnxiety3
Questionnaire:
  Prompt: A number of statements which people have used to describe themselves are given below. Read each statement and then select the statement which best indicates how you feel right now.
  Action: Performing internal calculations

State: StateAnxiety4
Questionnaire:
  Prompt: A number of statements which people have used to describe themselves are given below. Read each statement and then select the statement which best indicates how you feel right now.
  Action: Performing internal calculations

State: StateAnxiety5
Questionnaire:
  Prompt: A number of statements which people have used to describe themselves are given below. Read each statement and then select the statement which best indicates how you feel right now.
  Action: Performing internal calculations
Script 34: TimeoutMenu

State: Timeout

Agent: Hey, are you still there? Let me know when you are ready to continue.

Menu:

   Choice 1: I'm back - > Performing internal calculations
   Choice 2: I have to go. - > Leave

State: Leave

Agent: No problem, when you are free come back and we can continue.

Menu:

   Choice 1: Bye - > Performing internal calculations
   Choice 2: Actually, I have time to continue. - > Performing internal calculations
Script 35: Top
State: CheckIntro
Engine: Performing internal calculations

State: ClearAndCheck
Action:
   Hide Text Display
Engine: Performing internal calculations

State: Lockout
Action:
   Hide Text Display
Agent: Engine Generated Response
Menu:
   Choice 1: Ok -> Performing internal calculations
   Choice 2: Bye -> Performing internal calculations

State: IntroEditor
Action:
   Hide Text Display
Agent: <gaze dir="towards">Hello, which project do you wish to test?</gaze>
Menu:
   Choice 1: Check for next script -> Performing internal calculations
   Choice 2: Thesis - Start from Beginning -> QuestionnairePrompt
   Choice 3: Thesis - Start Session 2 -> Session2.Checkin
   Choice 4: Thesis - Start Session 3 -> Session3.Checkin
   Choice 5: Thesis - Start Session 4 -> Session4.Checkin
   Choice 6: Thesis - Start Session 5 -> Session5.Checkin
   Choice 7: Thesis - Script Selection -> Menu

State: QuestionnairePrompt
Agent: To simulate the real study, please complete the questionnaire that will be given at intake.
Engine: Performing internal calculations
Menu:

Choice 1: Do Intake Questionnaire -> PHQ-8

Choice 2: Skip Questionnaire -> Session1.Tutorial
Appendix B: Questionnaires for Longitudinal Evaluation Study

PHQ-8

Reference: [64]

Administered in person at intake and debrief, and by the system at the start of each session.

Over the **last 2 weeks**, how often have you been bothered by any of the following problems?

Use a checkmark in indicate your answer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem</th>
<th>Not at all</th>
<th>Several days</th>
<th>More than half the days</th>
<th>Nearly every day</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Little interest or pleasure in doing things</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeling down, depressed, or hopeless</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trouble falling or staying asleep, or sleeping too much</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeling tired or having little energy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor appetite or overeating</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeling bad about yourself — or that you are a failure or have let yourself or your family down</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trouble concentrating on things, such as reading the newspaper or watching television</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moving or speaking so slowly that other people could have noticed? Or the opposite — being so fidgety or restless that you have been moving around a lot more than usual</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
State Anxiety

Reference: [92]

Administered in person at intake and debrief, and by the system at the start of each session.

A number of statements which people have used to describe themselves are given below. Reach each statement and then circle the appropriate number to the below the statement to indicate how you feel right now, that is, at this moment. There are no right or wrong answers. Do not spend too much time on any one statement but give the answer which seems to describe your present feelings best.

I feel calm
Not at all……..Somewhat ……Moderately So……Very much So

I feel secure
Not at all……..Somewhat ……Moderately So……Very much So

I feel tense
Not at all……..Somewhat ……Moderately So……Very much So

I feel strained
Not at all……..Somewhat ……Moderately So……Very much So

I feel at ease
Not at all……..Somewhat ……Moderately So……Very much So

I feel upset
Not at all……..Somewhat ……Moderately So……Very much So

I am presently worrying over possible misfortunes
Not at all……..Somewhat ……Moderately So……Very much So

I feel satisfied
Not at all……..Somewhat ……Moderately So……Very much So
I feel frightened
   Not at all…….Somewhat       ……Moderately So…….Very much So

I feel comfortable
   Not at all…….Somewhat       ……Moderately So…….Very much So

I feel self-confident
   Not at all…….Somewhat       ……Moderately So…….Very much So

I feel nervous
   Not at all…….Somewhat       ……Moderately So…….Very much So

I feel jittery
   Not at all…….Somewhat       ……Moderately So…….Very much So

I feel indecisive
   Not at all…….Somewhat       ……Moderately So…….Very much So

I feel relaxed
   Not at all…….Somewhat       ……Moderately So…….Very much So

I feel content
   Not at all…….Somewhat       ……Moderately So…….Very much So

I feel worried
   Not at all…….Somewhat       ……Moderately So…….Very much So

I feel confused
   Not at all…….Somewhat       ……Moderately So…….Very much So

I feel steady
   Not at all…….Somewhat       ……Moderately So…….Very much So
I feel pleasant

Not at all.......Somewhat .......Moderately So......Very much So
Agent Satisfaction

Administered in person at debrief.

Please answer the following questions about the social agent:

Write an ‘X’ on each line (on one of the dots):

How close do you feel to Tanya?
Not at all • • • • • • • • Very close close

How satisfied are you with Tanya?
not at all • • • • • • • • very satisfied

How much would you like to continue working with Tanya?
Not at all • • • • • • • • Very much

How much do you trust Tanya?
not at all • • • • • • • • very much

How much do you like Tanya?
not at all • • • • • • • • very much

Was Tanya repetitive?
not at all • • • • • • • • very repetitious

How easy was talking to Tanya?
easy • • • • • • • • difficult

How interesting was Tanya?
boring • • • • • • • • interesting

How would characterize your relationship with Tanya?
close
stranger
How much do you feel that Tanya cares about you?

not at all  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  very much

How much do you feel that you and Tanya understand each other?

not at all  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  very much

How much do you feel that Tanya was honest about her feelings towards you?

not honest  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  very honest
Working Alliance

Reference: [67]

Administered in person at debrief.

Score the degree to which you agree with each statement, from

1 = “not at all” to 7 = “completely”

__ (1). I feel uncomfortable with Tanya.
__ (2). Tanya and I agree about the things I will need to do in therapy to help improve my situation.
__ (3). I am worried about the outcome of these sessions.
__ (4). What I am doing in therapy gives me new ways of looking at my problem.
__ (5). Tanya and I understand each other.
__ (6). Tanya perceives accurately what my goals are.
__ (7). I find what I am doing in therapy confusing.
__ (8). I believe Tanya likes me.
__ (9). I wish Tanya and I could clarify the purpose of our sessions.
__ (10). I disagree with Tanya about what I ought to get out of therapy.
__ (11). I believe the time Tanya and I are spending together is not spent efficiently.
__ (12). Tanya does not understand what I am trying to accomplish in therapy.
__ (13). I am clear on what my responsibilities are in therapy.
__ (14). The goals of these sessions are important for me.
__ (15). I find what Tanya and I are doing in therapy is unrelated to my concerns.
__ (16). I feel that the things I do in therapy will help me to accomplish the changes that I want.
__ (17). I believe Tanya is genuinely concerned for my welfare.
__ (18). I am clear as to what Tanya wants me to do in these sessions.
__ (19). Tanya and I respect each other.
__ (20). I feel that Tanya is not totally honest about his/her feelings toward me.
__ (21). I am confident in Tanya's ability to help me.
__ (22). Tanya and I are working towards mutually agreed upon goals.
__ (23). I feel that Tanya appreciates me.
__ (24). We agree on what is important for me to work on.
(25). As a result of these sessions I am clearer as to how I might be able to change.
(26). Tanya and I trust one another.
(27). Tanya and I have different ideas on what my problems are.
(28). My relationship with Tanya is very important to me.
(29). I have the feeling that if I say or do the wrong things, Tanya will stop working with me.
(30). Tanya and I collaborate on setting goals for my therapy.
(31). I am frustrated by the things I am doing in therapy.
(32). We have established a good understanding of the kind of changes that would be good for me.
(33). The things that Tanya is asking me to do don't make sense.
(34). I don't know what to expect as the result of my therapy.
(35). I believe the way we are working with my problem is correct.
(36). I feel Tanya cares about me even when I do things that he/she does not approve of.
Appendix C: Interview Questions for Longitudinal Evaluation Study

Administered in person at debrief.

For All Conditions:

1. How was your experience with the system?
2. Do you feel your depressive symptoms have changed over the past five weeks?
3. Did you ever feel emotional during your interaction with the program?
   a. If Yes, Do you remember why/what were you talking about?
   b. If Yes, Did the system respond to your emotions? Where these responses appropriate?
4. Would you use a program like this again in the future?
   a. Why or Why not?

For Character Conditions

1. What was it like to talk about with the computer character about depression?
2. Did you find the system engaging?
   a. Why or Why not?
3. Do you think the computer character listened to you? Understood you?
   a. Why or Why not?
   b. If Yes, was there a specific instance that you can think of?
4. Do you feel the computer character understood your emotions?
   a. Why or Why not? How did the character express its understanding?
   b. If Yes, Did the system ever respond incorrectly to how you were feeling?
5. Did you trust the computer character?
   a. Why or Why not?
6. How often did you talk to the computer character?
   a. Did you stick to a schedule? Was it when you felt X, etc.?
7. Did you ever stop using the system during the five-weeks period?
   a. Why or Why not? What prevented you from using the system?
8. Have you ever talked to a therapist about depression?
a. If Yes, How was the interaction with the program different?

9. How did you feel about completing your session? Was it something you looked forward to, was it a chore, etc?

10. What was your favorite part of the system?

11. What was your least favorite part of the system?

12. Did you feel like the five interactions with the system was enough, too much, or just right?
   a. If not just right, Why/Why not?

13. Is there anything you would want to change/add to the program?

14. Would you have preferred to talk with a real person either in person or via a video conference instead of the character?

15. Would you recommend this system to others?
Appendix D: Sample Therapy Transcript with Section Annotation

*Transcript from one of the four APA videos [49] illustrating where the therapeutic techniques outlined in Chapter 3 and 5 are used in practice. Relevant textual cues are bolded.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transcribed Text</th>
<th>Section notes and therapeutic techniques</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[C]ounselor: Ok [Name] let’s start today. I want to check in and see how you are feeling today and how things have gone since last week and then we want to set an agenda for today and one of the things we want to be sure to put on the agenda is the HW that you did this past week.</td>
<td>Section: Orientation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[P]atient: Ok, yeah, I brought my measures</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[C]: Ok, terrific, let me take a look</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[P]: The scores look pretty much the same from last week even though I’m feeling better about the social stuff we have been working on.</td>
<td>Section: Checkin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[C]: Good</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[P]: Even though it’s been a really stressful week at work, so the scores are looking the same</td>
<td>The counselor notices a discrepancy between the patients reported symptoms and what they are verbally saying, and alerts the patient of the difference to ensure they are correctly assessing their feelings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[C]: Ok, I’m noting one of the items here, that you still have some suicidal thoughts, but no plans?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[P]: Yah, no plan at all</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[C]: Ok, so it sounds like we don’t have to put that on the agenda.</td>
<td>Section: Agenda Setting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[C]: Ok, you started to say you had a social thing, went well, but you’ve had a stressful week at work</td>
<td>The counselor identifies a possible agenda item to discuss during the session and asks the patient if they want to put it on their agenda for the day.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[P]: Yah, I have these deadlines that come up, and its crunch time right and I have this huge project</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
need to get done. I just get really overwhelmed when I think about I’ll never be able to get it done and I’m such a loser and I shouldn’t have taken it on because it’s too big and there’s no way I can do it.

[C]: So this sounds like an agenda item, it’s very stressful for you and is raising lots of thoughts.

[P]: Yes, I have all kinds of negative thoughts about how I can’t get it done and I just shouldn’t have taken it in the first place.

[C]: Ok, so definitely put this one on the agenda

[P]: Yah for example this project I have to get done it’s…, I have to get it done, like this week I have to get it done, umm, and there is so much left that I have to do, so umm, I don’t know what I’m gonna do.

[C]: Ok, so let me interrupt you for a moment, if I can. So it sounds like we are starting to move into this agenda item right now and I want to make sure we take time to set an agenda for the whole session and its clear this seems to be a priority.

[P]: Yes

[C]: Agenda item, but before we get into that let’s take a look at what else we might want to put on the agenda, let’s be sure we cover everything we are sure we want to cover today. So, is there anything else that you want to make sure we put on the agenda for today?

[P]: Yah, um, I would really like to keep working on the social stuff because I think that’s going well, just like having two or three things I’m suppose to do every week instead of having something to do every day, I have got all overwhelmed and think about how I should be doing something and I go around feeling guilty that I’m not, so it’s very helpful to

Section: Agenda Setting

The counselor alerts the patient that they are trying to skip straight into the main agenda before they have finished setting their agenda for the whole session. This is done to ensure no other important topics are missed by skipping ahead.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>have just a couple of things.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[C]: This was the homework plan that we made last week so it’s a really important agenda item to follow up, on the homework plan that we made and the social things were working on setting concrete and fewer goals to work on. Ok so we definitely want to put that on there for today.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[P]: Uh huh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[C]: Ok, good so we got two things, let me check, anything else that you wanted to be sure we cover today?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[P]: Um, I kinda like to talk, my parents are coming to town next weekend and it’s kinda something I do want to talk about at some point because its anxious about it I guess.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[C]: <strong>Kinda anxious, your parents, are coming over, coming next week, ok</strong> so this is an agenda item that we might want to take up too. Sounds like we got three agenda items, what’s going on with work and stress you're feeling and also following up on your homework and the social goals we have been working on and your parents coming over to visit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Now I’m wondering, three items this might be too much to cover in the time we have today, we might want to keep it to just a couple, what would you say would be the priorities that we make sure we get too.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[P]: Well, um, I could spend the whole session talking about work, so I definitely want to talk about work and um, the social stuff, and I guess I’ll deal with my parents, I can deal with that.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[C]: Does that feel less of a priority than the other two?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[P]: Yah, definitely the work and the social</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
[C]: Ok, ok great, so we will focus on those two today, and from what you are telling me, we can spend pretty much the whole session on work and what’s happening so what I would suggest is we do the homework check-in and follow up on the homework that you did for the past week. So we be sure to get to that so we don’t end up using up the session and not have time to follow up.

[P]: Ok

[C]: How does that sound?

[P]: Good, that makes sense

[C]: Ok great.

**Break in video**

**Section: Main Agenda**

To ensure patient confidentiality, discussions that occurred during the main agenda was not included in the sample videos.

[C]: Ok [Name], we covered a lot here today and I noticed we are getting near the end of our time together and I want to be sure we have enough time to make a good homework plan. So why don’t we stop for a moment and summarize?

[P]: That would be helpful, because we have covered a lot and it all gets kind of mixed up in my head

[C]: Yah, we did just cover a lot just now so why don’t we stop for a moment and summarize what we have done here today?

[P]: Ok

[C]: Ok, we started by just checking on your homework and it went really well, having three things to focus on this week made a big difference rather than everyday thing thinking you should be

**Section: End of Main Agenda**

Time is again brought up by the counselor since there session is about to come to an end.

The counselor recaps the topics covered during today's session as a lead in to the homework assigning process. As part of this recap, they remind the patient of any homework assignments they discussed during the main agenda discussion.
doing something social. You picked three concrete things and that was key because you were able to do those three things and not feel so guilty which worked really well.

[P]: Yes

[C]: We decided to continue with that plan for the week and we picked three things, right? You’re going to have a work party coming up and you are going to get together with [X] for lunch and you will get together with [Y] coming up and it sounds like you have some good ideas for backup plans just in case any of those plans fall through.

Then we spent most of the session really focusing on work issues and what happens, you start to procrastinate and avoid your work because you feel really overwhelmed and we used a thought record today to identify a specific time you felt really overwhelmed and we learnt a lot about the automatic thoughts you get and how this leads to wanting to avoid and procrastinate and we came up with some ideas based on this thinking and learned it would be helpful to have some concrete specific goals to work on every day

[P]: Yah, I think it will be really helpful to have just like two or three goals per day.

[C]: Right, ok, so let’s make a homework plan

[P]: Ok

[C]: About those two to three goals and see if we can get that more specific

[P]: Ok

[C]: Ok, so we are thinking of what, two or three goals each day

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section: Assigning Homework</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>As part of the counseling session, the patient and counselor had discussed trying to lay out a work schedule for the patient. The counselor re-iterates this idea to the patient, and works with them to set realistic goals.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
[P]: Right

[C]: Ok, any ideas, let’s see if we can get them a little more concrete

[P]: Ok

[C]: Any ideas?

[P]: Um, well like for tomorrow, I was thinking I should get this editing project done

[C]: Uh huh

[P]: So that would be one goal

[C]: editing project

[P]: Yah

[C]: Ok, what’s involved in the editing project

[P]: Um, well I have this, um, manual that I translated and so it’s got 200 pages or so of translation I have to go through and edit and um make sure that it, um, makes sense and that there’s no typos and all of that

[C]: Ok, so you think that like for tomorrow, one concrete goal would be to do that editing?

[P]: Yah, and get it done

[C]: And get it?

[P]: Yes

[C]: Let me just check in about realistic planning, how, you said 200 pages?

[P]: Yah

[C]: I don’t know much about how long that would take, how long would you estimate that would take?

[P]: Um, I can do about 25 pages an hour at this stage so like 8 hours to get it done

[C]: 8 hours, to finish the editing project?

[P]: Yes
[C]: This seems like a big goal, this is one goal for tomorrow?

[P]: Yah, yah your right, it’s kinda a lot isn’t it, no I guess I can’t get that done tomorrow

[C]: Ok, well this is good, im glad we are going over this, looking at what to do

[P]: Right

[C]: So let’s see if we can break that down into something more manageable and realistic and nice and concrete and specific for tomorrow

[P]: Ok

[C]: So that takes 8 hours, that’s too much

[P]: Yah, and then I also have to, um, answer my emails and telephone calls and I have to do that every day

[C]: Ok, that’s important, how long does that take?

[P]: Um, an hour, sometimes more

[C]: An hour, or more, ok so an hour or more for emails and phone calls, ok

[P]: And then, I have this letter that I must write it and I have to get that done, so um, so that’s something else I need to put on the list for tomorrow

[C]: A letter, ok, lets stop for a moment, how long should this letter take, do you think?

[P]: Um, well I would say probably an hour but maybe I should allow one and a half to two hours, just incase I have trouble coming up with what to say

[C]: Good, so that sounds smart to give yourself a little room incase it

[P]: Time management is one of my issues

[C]: Ok, so we get one to two hours for this letter, an
hour or so for emails and phone calls

[P]: And then I have, um, this billing thing that I, um, one of my agencies has been calling me repeatedly about this bill, so I need to get that done and um, it really should only take fifteen minutes because all I have to do is go, pull the file and look and see the bill was paused or not so and just dash off a quick email about that so, but to be generous about time lets say 30 to 45 minutes to be sure that I get it done

[C]: Ok, for this bill, let me just check in on the priorities for tomorrow

[P]: Ok, so tomorrow I’m gonna answer my emails and telephone calls, and then ill um, set in on my goals of working on the letter and working on that billing problem and that should take me to about lunch

[C]: Ok

[P]: So then I can take a lunch break and it will also be like a nice little motivator for me

[C]: Good

[P]: And then I’ll, I can come back from lunch and I’ll just spend the rest of the afternoon just trying to make some progress on my editing job

[C]: Ok, good, some progress, on the editing job

[P]: Ok, right

[C]: Ok, this is sounding a little more realistic

[P]: Yes, I’m feeling much better about it all

[C]: Ok, good

[P]: Yah, like this is really helping to just make finite, just like we did with the social thing and having just three things and I’ll do that for each day and I’ll try to be very realistic about what those things are and what I’ll get done
[C]: Ok, great, so let’s think ahead if we can and just plan ahead for any obstacles that might come up, what about for tomorrow, we made a plan for tomorrow that’s sounding pretty concrete and specific, get two or three goals and I’ve allowed for all the other things, anything that we can anticipate might come up tomorrow that might be an obstacle?

[P]: Um, not that I can think of

[C]: Ok, what about the next day, or the next day?

[P]: Um, I think the biggest thing is just for me to be realistic about it is I am setting as a goal, like earlier when I said one of my goals for tomorrow would be finishing the project

[C]: Exactly

[P]: So trying to be very concrete and realistic about what those goals are

[C]: Ok, anything you can think of that will help you be more realistic? About how much you can do in one day?

[P]: Well, making those time estimates, because I do, because when I think about it I’m pretty good, I know how much time it takes to edit that stuff, um so, so I think doing time

[C]: Time, ok, good, anything else that we can think about now that will help you with this?

[P]: I don’t think so

[C]: Ok, good, this is sounding like a good plan. What I would suggest is when you write those goals down for each day, what if you bring that in next week?

[P]: Oh, that’s a good idea, and then you could help me troubleshoot, yah that would be great

[C]: Yah, so we can learn, let’s use this an opportunity

Section: Assigning Homework

To end the session, the counselor re-iterates the patient's homework assignments and ties it into the topics they will theoretically talk about during their next session.
to learn what works and what doesn’t, you know when does it go well, when do you get into some trouble and then you and I can get into some problem solving or review what’s going on.

[P]: So we put my daily agendas on my homework list?
[C]: Yah, that sounds?
[P]: Good
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